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Passport

READING Going abroad to study
1 Personal information often appears on documents, especially official 

documents. Use the ideas in the box to say what personal information 
is on ... ?
• a birth certificate • a bank statement
• a driving licence • an exam certificate

name date of birth address parents’ names 
grades driver number account number 
name of school or university place of birth

2 Simon Elliot lives in Geneva, Switzerland. He is returning to the 
UK to study. Answer the questions.
1 Label the documents. Which is ... ?

• a passport • a formal letter
• an informal letter • an application form

2 Where is Simon going?
3 What is he going to study?
4 Who is John?

Apartment 25,
Lac de Leman Building, 
Geneva,
Switzerland

University Of 
WIST LONDON

Apartment 25,
Lac de Leman Building, 
Geneva,
Switzerland

Dear Mr Elliot,

We have pleasure in offering you a place at the 
University of West London to study for a 
Master’s degree (MSc) in Applied Biochemistry. 
The academic year commences on 10 October 
and classes start...

, i _______________  .

United Kingdom o f Great Britain and Northern Ireland

Passport No 

012234556
Surname:

ELLIOT
Given names 

SIMON
Nationality

BRITISH CITIZEN
Date of birth 

22 OCTOBER 1989 
Date of issue 

06 JUNE 2010
Date of expiry 

05 JUNE 2020

READING SKILLS Following instructions • Reading methods 
WRITING SKILLS Checking your writing • Writingan
VOCABULARY DEVELOPMENT A dictionary entry •

email simon.elliot@gen.com

Dear John,

Just writing to let you know that I’ve got a place at West London 
University to do my MSc! So, I’m finally coming back to London. 
I’m really looking forward to seeing you again. I’m not sure where 
I’ll be living. I’m applying for accommodation with a host family - 
that way I won’t have to cook! I just hope that there’s a vegetarian 
family available. As soon as I know my new address, I’ll email or 
ring you, and we can meet! Do you like the photos I’ve sent? Do 
you remember ... ——-

4 Unit 1 • International student
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3 Look at the application form. What is it for?

4 Read the documents on page 4. Use the information 
to complete the application form for Simon.

Read STUDY SKILL

STUDY SKILL Following instructions

When filling in official documents, it is important to read and 
follow the instructions carefully, for example:
■ Use black ink only.
■ Please p r in t/  Write in BLOCK CAPITALS.
■ Tick y .
m Please specify (give more details), 
a Delete (cross out) as appropriate.
■ (Circle)the correct answer.

University of 
WEST LONDON

Application for Accommodation

Please print.
Use black or blue ink only. 
Tick ( / )  the relevant boxes.

Family name___§111? *
First name(s)___________

Male/Female (Delete as appropriate) Single | ] Married I I

Children Y e s^  Nol J Number! I

Date of birth LZ/IIZ I Nationality __________________

Passport/ID number 

Home address _____

Postcode___________  Country

Course title _______________________________

Course start date __ L__L

Type of accommodation
( j Host family 

~1 University hall of residence 
I I Shared house

Special diet Yes |__| No |__|
Please specify:

How and why do you read?
5 What do you read? Tick ( / )  the different reading 

materials a-j that you read.
a O  textbooks f O  reports
b l_novels g I i timetables
c [ j  emails h O  indexes
d □  search engine finds i □  a dictionary
e I I journals j Q  instruction manuals

6 Which reading materials from exercise 5 do you read for pleasure; for work; 
for your studies? Make three lists.

Unit 1 • International student 5



7 Read the handout for new students about reading. Answer the questions.
1 Which two ways of reading are the quickest?
2 Which way would you read for enjoyment?
3 Which way of reading is the slowest?

Effective Reading
During your course, you will do a lot of reading. It is essential that you learn how to be 
an effective and efficient reader in order to make the best of your study time.
Learning to be a good reader takes practice. You need to develop different strategies 
or methods of reading.

Skimming

Sometimes you will read just to get a general idea of a text. This is skim reading. First, 
identify your reason for reading, for example, to decide whether an article meets your 
needs, or perhaps to understand a writer’s attitude. To do this, read the text very 
quickly. Don’t worry about reading and understanding everything. Instead, look 
particularly at the first and last paragraphs, and the first and last sentences of 
paragraphs. These often summarize the main points.

Scanning

Sometimes you will read quickly to find particular pieces of information, for example, 
a statistic, a date, a person’s name, or the name of a place. Again, you do not need to 
read every word to find this information. Instead, scan the text using a finger or a 
pencil to move quickly through the words. You could time yourself to see how long it 
takes you to find the information. Always try to improve your speed.

Intensive reading

Sometimes you read for every detail, for example, a description of a process, the 
results of a scientific study, or a set literature text. To do this, take your time. Stop and 
think about what you are reading. Have you understood the text? You may need to 
read the text more than once, in order to make notes or highlight important points 
for future reference. This is called intensive reading or study reading.

Extensive reading

Sometimes you will read for pleasure - perhaps as extra research, or purely for 
interest. You may concentrate, but you don’t have to worry about detail. This is 
extensive reading.
We do not always read the same kinds of texts in the same way, and we often use 
more than one method of reading for a single text. Your reason for reading will help 
you decide how to read.

University of
w is t  London

CJ Study Skills ER07
L ________ — .......... ...... ............  ' __________ ______ ____________ __ ,........_ J :

8 Choose five examples of reading materials from 
exercise 5 on page 5. Why and how do you read?

text book
Why?

How?

to find a relevant chapter 
to take notes 
scan contents page 
read intensively

Look back at exercises 2 and 4 on pages 
4 and 5. In which exercise did you ‘skim’ 
and in which did you ‘scan? Read STUDY SKILL

STUDY SKILL Reading methods

You usually have a reason for reading something. That reason changes 
the way you read, and the time you spend on a text.
Think about what you want from the text, and decide the best way to 
get it. For example:
a Skim a journal to find an article of interest.
■ Scan an article for specific information, 
a Read relevant parts of an article intensively to make notes.

6 Unit 1 • International student



WRITING A host family
Imagine you are going abroad to do a short course and are going to live with a 
host family. What information would you give them and what information 
would you want? Think about:

dates food personal information transport computer access hobbies

2 Burcu Sancak, a Turkish student, is writing to her host family. Read her email 
Tick ( / )  the items from exercise 1 that she mentions.

C  C  O  " ~~.......

Accommodation message
From: Burcu Sancak [bsancak@mailnet.com.tr] 
To: Mr and Mrs Baker
Subject: Accommodation

Sent: 16 July 201

Dear Mr and Mrs Baker,

I’m very happy to accept your offer of accommodation. I’m really excited about coming to London 
for the first time to do an English course.

I am in my last year of school and next year I want to go to university to study english Language 
and Literature, at the moment i am preparing for my final exams, so I’m working very hard. When 
I’m not so bisy, I spend a lot of time reading, but I also enjoy sports I play basketball for my school 
team once a week. I also enjoy swiming. Is there a sports club with a swimming pool near your 
house.

As I mentioned in my last email, my course starts on 24th July but I’m coming two days earlier and 
my plain arrives at heathrow on the 22nd at 14.25 Could you tell me the best way o f getting from 
the airport to your house?

I hope to here from you soon and I’m really looking forward to seeing you in London.

Best wishes,

Burcu Sancak

' A

3 Read Burcu’s email again. There are 12 
mistakes (capital letters, full stops, question marks, and spelling). 
Find and correct them.

Writing an informal email
4 Imagine you are going to stay with a family for a short 

course. Write them an email. Write about 100 words.
• Say you accept their offer of a room.
• Tell them about your studies and your hobbies.
• Give them information about your arrival.
• Ask for information you would like.

STUDY SKILL Checking your writing

Every time you write, remember to check your work for:
a capital letters at the beginning of sentences and for 

proper nouns (names of people, cities, and countries)
■ full stops at the end of sentences 
m question marks at the end of questions 
a spelling mistakes. Use a dictionary or computer 

spellchecker to check your spelling. Keep a record of 
any words you misspell. Learn the correct spelling.

Check your work carefully. Give it to another student to check again.

Unit 1 • International student 7
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VOCABULARY DEVELOPMENT Dictionary work
Put the following words into alphabetical order as quickly as you can. 
Compare your order with a partner.

brainstorm skim question accommodation dictionary 
biography student vocabulary writing punctuation scan 
pronunciation computer technology study voice keyboard

2 Here is an entry from the Oxford Student’s Dictionary.
Label the parts of the entry 1-5 using the words in the box.

part of speech definition pronunciation 
example sentence stress mark

-(T) stress mark

-© --------------

accommodation /a,knmostlerJ'n/ noun SIa place for sb to live or stay: We lived in rented 
accommodation before buying this hdjuse. « The (4)_
price of the holiday 
accommodation.

includes flights and \

Look at the word card. What five pieces of information does it give you 
about the word study?

STUDY SKILL A dictionary entry

Choose an English—English dictionary and 
make sure it is a recent edition.
Dictionaries include a lot of useful 
information.
For example:
■ parts of speech
■ stress
■ pronunciation
■ definitions
s  example sentences
Be careful! Some words have more than one 
meaning and use. Make sure you look at the 
correct part of a definition.

Make word cards for the underlined words in 1-6.
Use your dictionary.
1 I am studying Chemical Engineering.
2 We scan a timetable to get the information we want.
3 Correct punctuation is very important in good writing.
4 Always check in a dictionary if you are not sure about 

how a word is spelt.
5 A biography is the story of someone’s life.
6 Novels, plays, and poetry are examples of literature.

Read STUDY SKILL
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REVIEW
1 Complete the visa application form about you.

VISA APPLICATION

Please print. Use black or blue ink only. Tick [■/) relevant boxes.

Family name ________________________________  First name
Middle name(s)

Date of birth ________________________________

Place of birth ____________________________________________________

Nationality ________________________________  Passport/ID number
Place of issue __

Sex Male O  Female Q

Marital status ________________________________

Title D r [J M rQ  M rsQ  M sQ  M issO Other (specify)---------

Home address ________________________________  Email address
Home or mobile telephone number

Reasons for visit

Business 

Study I I 

Tourism

Family visit O  

Other (specify) _

Date of arrival (if known)
Address in country (if known)

Duration of visit

1-7 days O

8-15 days O

Up to one month | |

More than one month (specify length).

Date of departure (if known) ___

2 Use your dictionary to correct the spelling of the underlined words.
1 She payed for her books with a credit card.
2 He bougth a new car last month.
3 What subject are you studing?
4 My parents always give me good advise.
5 Have you applved to university yet?
6 Please put the books back on the correct shelfs.

3 Review the texts and vocabulary in Unit 1. Choose at least five words that are 
new for you. Make word cards for them.

Unitl • International student



2 Where in the world...?
READING SKILLS Skimming and scanning
WRITING SKILLS Brainstorming ideas • Linking ideas (1) • Writing a description of my country 
VOCABULARY DEVELOPMENT Synonyms and antonyms • Recording vocabulary (2)

READING Three countries
1 Look at photos a-c  and skim texts 1-3 on page 11. Match them 

with the titles below. Read STUDY SKILL

C i i__i Cities, Deserts, Seas

__I [ j  A World on an Island

i_| i__ | Your Dream Castle?

2 Scan the texts. Find information to complete the table.

STUDY SKILL Skimming and scanning

Remember there are two ways of reading quickly:
■ skimming for the general idea
■ scanning for particular information

location important date economy attractions language(s)

Singapore strong economy, 
tourism

Malay, English, 
Mandarin, Tamil

Morocco North Africa Fez, beaches, 
Sahara Desert

Wales

Scan the texts again to answer the questions. 
Which country ...
• has a border with England?
• has a desert?
• has a lot of ancient castles?
• is an island?
• has man-made beaches?

is ruled by a king? 
has a wild coastline? 
is in South-East Asia? 
has an ocean to the west, 
and a sea to the north?

4 Scan the texts to match a word in A with a word in B, and a definition in C.

A B C

historic
natural
tourist
national
man-made
official

1 beaches
2 city
3 destination
4 language
5 resources
6 assembly

a __beaches made by people, not by nature
b Q  coal, gas, oil, and fresh water are all examples of these 
c L a popular place to go on holiday 
d G a  place with a long and important history
e __the main language used in a country
f O  the group of people chosen to govern a country

5 Read the texts again more slowly. In pairs, discuss similarities and differences 
between the three countries and your own country.
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a
The Republic of Singapore is an island in South-East Asia, just I 37km north of the Equator. It 
became an independent city-state in 1965. Singapore has few natural resources. However, it 
developed a strong economy and is a popular tourist destination. People come here for its 
fabulous shopping, the famous Singapore Zoo, and its beautiful man-made beaches. Singapore 
has a rich mixture of people and many languages are spoken here, including Malay, English, 
Mandarin, and Tamil.

S
The Kingdom of Morocco is a country in North Africa. It has the Atlantic Ocean to the west, 
the Mediterranean Sea to the north, Algeria to the east, and W estern Sahara to the south. It 
became an independent kingdom in 1956. Its economy depends on mining and tourism. 
Morocco’s attractions include the historic city of Fez, the wonderful beaches on the Atlantic 
and Mediterranean, and the Sahara Desert. Arabic is the official language, although French is 
often used for business.

B
Wales is in northern Europe. It is part of the United Kingdom. It borders England to the east, 
and has the Irish Sea on the west.Wales was ruled by England for many centuries, but in 1999 
its own National Assembly was created. Farming and tourism are important parts of its 
economy.Tourists come to Wales to see its many ancient castles, to walk and climb in its 
beautiful mountains, or to walk along its wild coastline. Although most people speak English, 
both Welsh and English are the official languages.

Unit 2 • Where in the world...? 11



FRANCE

Louvre

farming

attractionswater

car manufacture

natural
resources

languages
important

dates
geography

long coastline on the 
Mediterranean Sea andborders with \  

Germany, Belgium, Switzerland, 
Italy, Andorra, Luxembourg,the French Revolution

STUDY SKILL Brainstorming ideas

WRITING My country
1 Complete the diagram about France 

using the topic areas and examples 
in the box. Read STUDY SKILL

skiing in the Alps economy coal 
the Atlantic Ocean Spain 1789 
tourism French Euro Disney

Before you write, think about the topic. Work with a partner or in a group.
a Use a diagram to help you organize your thoughts. 
s  Decide on topic areas, and think of examples. 
b Write notes and single words on the diagram.
■ Don’t discard any ideas or thoughts at this stage, 
a Don’t worry about what is more or less 

important at this stage.
When you finish brainstorming ideas, choose which 
ideas you want to use in your writing, and decide on 
a logical order for them.

FRANCE -  SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE!

France is a large country in1_____________. It has2_____________ with
many countries, including Germany, Italy, and Spain. It was ruled by a king.
However, after the revolution in3____________ , it became a republic.
France has good natural resources, such as water and4_____________.
Farming, car manufacturing, and 5_____________are other important parts
of its economy. The capital of France is Paris, which lies on the River Seine.
Many tourists stay in the city to see the6_____________Tower, or
to visit the world-famous Louvre Museum and the many other attractions. 
There are also lots of other things to do outside Paris. You
can go skiing in the7_____________, visit8_____________ , or go swimming
in the Mediterranean. Although the official language is French, many 
people speak a little English. So, whatever your interests and wherever you 
come from, France has something for you.

2 Complete the paragraph about France. Use information from the 
diagram in exercise 1.

12 Unit 2 • Where in the world...?



With a partner, quickly brainstorm ideas about your country. Write your 
ideas on a diagram. Use the topic areas from exercise 3.

Underline other examples of but, however, and although in 
the three texts on page 11.

Read STUDY SKILL

STUDY SKILL Unking ideas (1)

Linking ideas in a clear and logical way is part of good writing.
Use but, however, and although to contrast two ideas.
Look at sentences a and b. Compare the way but, however, and although are 
used to link them. What differences are there?
a The official language is French. 
b Many people speak a little English.
The official language is French, but many people speak a little English.
The official language is French. However, many people speak a little English. 
Although the official language is French, many people speak a little English. 
The official language is French, although many people speak a little English.

3 Look back at the text on page 12. Write the topic areas from the box next to 
numbers 1-5 in the order they appear in the text.

languages attractions geography important date(s) economy

2 The Amazon is the longest river in South America. The Nile is the longest 
river in the world, (however)

3 Mount Everest is the highest mountain in the world. It is not the most 
difficult to climb, (although)

4 It is very hot in the Sahara during the day. It can be very cold at night, 
(although)

Writing a description of my country
7 Write a paragraph of about 150 words describing your country. 

Use your ideas from exercise 4. Link them using but, however, 
and although.

Unit 2 • Where in the world ...? 13
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VOCABULARY DEVELOPMENT Organizing vocabulary (1)
Put the words in the box into two groups. Then organize them in order of 
size (smallest ■<----- ► biggest) or speed (slowest <----- ► fastest).

bicycle sea ocean aeroplane space rocket lake car pond

2 Match 1-5 with synonyms (=) and
antonym s^) from the box.

frontier big new noisy old quiet small seashore

1 border

2 coastline

3 modern

4 large

5 loud

*

Use the words in the box to label the compass.

STUDY SKILL Synonyms and antonyms

A synonym is a word or phrase that has the same 
meaning as another word or phrase.
An antonym is a word or a phrase that means the 
opposite of another word or phrase.

north south east west north-west south-west north-east south-east

Look at the words in the box. Organize them into four 
groups of four words each. Record them using different 
methods.

a cottage clean the North Pole deserts dirty 
the Earth lakes mountains a house unpolluted 
an apartment block polluted a skyscraper 
rainforests the South Pole the Equator

STUDY SKILL Recording vocabulary (2)

Recording words in groups can make them easier to remember. 
You can use:
a diagrams like the ones in this unit 
a a scale as in exercise 1
■ synonyms and antonyms as in exercise 2
■ a picture with labels as in exercise 3
Continue to add new words to each group as you learn them.
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REV IEW
1 Go back through Unit 2. Add examples to the table. Write the definite article 

the where necessary.

111 - ,

ill
-

countries continents rivers deserts cities seas and oceans mountains/ 
mountain ranges

Wales, 
the Republic 

of Singapore

Asia the River Seine the Sahara Fez the Atlantic Ocean Mount Everest

2 When is the definite article the used? Complete the rules.

RULES______________________________________________

Use the with rivers, deserts, mountain ranges,___________ and oceans.
Do not use the with most countries, ______________ , mountains, and _

3 Add some examples from your own country or region to the table.

4 Make sentences 1-8 true by replacing the word in italics with another word 
from Unit 2.
1 Asia is a large country.
2 Morocco has beaches on the Atlantic Sea.
3 Spain is north of France.
4 A castle is where you can go to see lots of different animals.
5 A lake is bigger than a sea.
6 Sydney is a very old city.
7 Russia is a small country.
8 A village is bigger than a town.

5 Make your own records of any new words. Use the methods from this unit.

Unit 2 • Where in the world ...? 15



READING SKILLS Predicting content • Meaning from context 
WRITING SKILLS Sentences • Paragraphs • Varying the structure • Writing an article
VOCABULARY DEVELOPMENT Antonyms from prefixes

READING  An unexpected journey

1 Look at the headline and pictures in the newspaper article. What do 
you think the story is about? Discuss your ideas with a partner.

■ ire _________
A twenty-three-year-old Dutch student has enjoyed a short but unexpected 
holiday in Dubai. Mr Frank Vreede, a business student, had taken a part-time 
job at Schiphol Airport to help pay for his studies. He worked as a baggage 
handler and was responsible for loading the suitcases into the hold of 
passenger planes.

Last Friday night, after an exhausting day in the university library preparing for 
his final exams, Frank was loading a plane at the airport. He was waiting for the 
next baggage truck to arrive and he felt tired. He decided to have a quick rest, 
so he sat down in the hold of the plane and shut his eyes -  just for a moment.

However, while he was sleeping, the plane took off. An hour later, Frank 
woke up and was horrified to discover that the plane was in the air. There was 
a terrible noise from the engines, and he tried not to panic. It was dark, 
uncomfortable and very, very cold. Frank knew the flight would be long 
because it was an airline from the Middle East. He also knew he could not 
survive the freezing temperatures. It was an impossible situation.

He decided to make as much noise as possible. He banged on the ceiling of 
the baggage hold and shouted at the top of his voice. Luckily, a passenger 
heard the noise and called a flight attendant, who immediately informed the 
pilot. Once the captain understood what was happening, he ordered hot air to 
be pumped into the hold.

When the plane arrived at Dubai International Airport, an ambulance was 
waiting to take a very cold and frightened Mr Vreede to hospital. Doctors 
examined him, but he was unhurt and was allowed to leave after a few hours. 
News spread quickly about this ‘stowaway’. The Managing Director of one of 
Dubai’s top hotels offered him a free room for the weekend. ‘He must have 
wanted to come to Dubai very much if he was prepared to travel in the hold!’ 
joked the MD.

‘Everyone’s been so kind,’ said Mr Vreede. ‘I’m really enjoying my stay in 
Dubai and I’m getting a lot of rest, so I won’t fall asleep on the job again!’

When Frank returned to Schiphol Airport on Monday, his friends and 
relatives were overjoyed to see him. ‘When he didn’t come home after his 
evening shift on Friday, I called the airport -  but nobody had seen him for 
hours,’ his mother said to reporters. Frank explained that he was very lucky 
because it is possible to die of cold in the hold of an aircraft. He apologized 
to his boss for sleeping at work instead of working, and promised it would 
not happen again. ‘During the flight I was petrified. I thought I was going to 
die!’ said Mr Vreede. ‘I wouldn’t want to do it again. Next time, I’ll catch a 
regular flight!’
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in the box.
iv ic iK C  L j u c M i u n »  d u u u i  m e  c h l il .i l . u & t  i i i l  l [ u c m i u i i  w u i u ô

Why...? Where...? Who...? When...? What...? How...?

Why was it a free flight?

STUDY SKILL Predicting content

Predicting the content of a text prepares you for what you are about to read. Being 
well-prepared helps comprehension.
Before you read a text:
■ look at the title ■ look at any pictures
Use these to get an idea of what the text is about. Ask some questions (Who? Where? 
Why? etc.) to help you predict the content and to focus on the information you need.

W h e r e . . . ?

When...?
What...? il

Skim the text to get a general idea of the story. Were your ideas right? 
Does the text answer your questions?

Read the article more slowly and answer the questions.
1 W ho  is the article about?
2 What other people are mentioned in the article?
3 Where did the events happen?
4 When did the events happen?
5 What was the problem?
6 How was the problem solved?
Compare your answers with a partner.

IdSM iiililtiLim  Copy the table. Guess ihe meaning of the words 
in bold in the article A Free Flight to Dubai. Use the part of speech and 
the context to help.

STUDY SKILL Meaning from context

Texts often contain words we don’t know. Looking up every word takes time and 
slows down your reading.
To help you guess the meaning from the context:
■ look at the words and sentences around the unknown word.
■ identify the part of speech.
■ use your knowledge of the world (what you already know about the situation).
■ think about whether the word has a generally negative or positive meaning.
m replace the unknown word with another word with a similar meaning and check 

that it makes sense in the sentence.

part of speech context guess

baggage handler noun job or duty /  airport person who puts bags on a plane
responsible for loading suitcases/
passenger planes

6 Compare your guesses with a partner. Check meanings in a dictionary.

7 Underline other new words in the article. Make guesses about them. 
Check your guesses in a dictionary.
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WRITING Mistaken identity
1 Look at paragraph 1 of the newspaper article A Case of Mistaken Identity on 

page 19. Separate it into six sentences. Punctuate the sentences correctly.
m M W m

STUDY SKILL Sentences
■ write short, clear sentences.
■ join ideas and sentences using linking words, for example, however, after, etc. 

(see Study Skill pl3).
a punctuate correctly using capital letters, full stops, question marks, and 

exclamation marks.

2 Complete paragraph 2 of the article using the words in the box.

after and unfortunately but because so

3 Read the beginnings of paragraphs 3 and 4 of the article. Choose which 
sentences, a or b, from 1-5 belong to each paragraph. Write the paragraphs.

1 a Then the car stopped in front of a large conference centre. Paragraph 3 
b He told John that everything was ready for him. Paragraph 4

2 a Mr Taylor jum ped out of the car with his briefcase and rushed into the centre, 
b ‘Follow me, please,’ he said.

3 a John Taylor got up, checked his tie was straight, and picked up his briefcase, 
b There, to his relief, he was greeted in English by the conference organizer.

4 a He followed the organizer out of the room.
b ‘Welcome to Paris, Mr Taylor,’ said the smartly-dressed organizer and he led John Taylor down 

a long corridor and into a small room.

5 a After giving Mr Taylor a coffee, the organizer w ent off to make sure everything was ready, 
b The organizer opened a door and led John Taylor into a large hall full o f ... schoolchildren!

4 Look at the next two paragraphs. Which is paragraph 5? Which is 
paragraph 6?

STUDY SKILL Paragraphs

To help your writing flow:
b group ideas on the same topic together in a paragraph, 
a make sure there is a clear link between the content of one paragraph and the next.

5 Read paragraph 1 of the article again. Find an example of the Present Perfect, 
Past Simple, Past Continuous, and Past Perfect. B E B B 5 E Z 1

STUDY SKILL Varying the structure

Interesting writing often contains a variety of tenses.
For example:
m Past Simple - It was a comfortable flight 
a Past Continuous - He was loading a plane at the airport.
• Present Perfect - He has been to France before.
■ Past Perfect - He had taken a part-time job at the airport.
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A case of mistaken identity
1 have you ever been m istaken for someone else last w eek Mr John 

Taylor, an Australian businessman, w ent to Paris for an im portant 
m eeting he was sent by the Australian governm ent to give a speech to 
French businessm en and w om en it was to encourage m ore trade it was, 
therefore, a very im portant speech and Mr Taylor had prepared it 
carefully at the same tim e a Mr Paul Taylor was also travelling on the 
same flight to Paris

3  It was a comfortable f lig h t1__________his plane arrived on time.
John Taylor was expecting a driver to pick him  up from  the airport.
 2 going through customs and im m igration control, he w ent to
find the driver. He saw a m an who was holding a sign saying ‘Mr Taylor’,
 3 he introduced himself. The driver replied in  French.
 4 , Mr Taylor did not speak F rench ,5_______ he did understand
the words ‘hotel’ and ‘sem inar’. 6__________the m eeting was early tha t
m orning, John Taylor decided to go straight to the seminar. He nodded 
his head at the driver and repeated ‘sem inar’.

^3] While the car was speeding through Paris, Mr Taylor went through his 
notes one more time.WÊÊÊÊË WÉÉÈSi m m . SI

M MÊÊÊt ■mm wmmm& WKt WÊË: mm mm WÊ r mm m mm
mm . m warn mm. m  m

WÊÊÊÊÿfMH I S i  WÊÊ WÊÊ,

Paragraph | |
This case of mistaken identity 
was quickly noticed and put 
right. Both Mr Taylors, Paul 
and John, were put into taxis 
and driven at great speed to 
their correct meetings. 
Fortunately, both 
presentations were hugely 
successful, as they discovered 
when they were seated next 
to each other on the flight 
back to Australia!

Paragraph Q
John Taylor looked around in 
horror at the children. Then 
he heard the organizer asking 
them to welcome Mr Paul 
Taylor. He was going to tell 
them  about kangaroo farming 
in Australia! Meanwhile, on 
the other side of the city, Mr 
Paul Taylor was also in a large 
hall full of people. Paul, 
dressed in blue jeans and 
cowboy boots, was staring in 
horror at 200 smartly-suited 
businessmen and women.

returned a few minutes later.
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VOCABULARY DEVELOPMENT Word-building (1)
Put the adjectives from this unit with the correct prefix in 
the table. Use a dictionary to help you. Read STUDY SKILL

expected regular comfortable possible hurt important

un-

m-

//-

/171-

ir-

unexpected

STUDY SKILL Antonyms from prefixes

The antonyms of some words can be made by 
adding a prefix such as un-, in-, im-, for example,
successful/unsuccessful.

In other cases, the antonym is a completely 
different word, for example, good/bad.

When you look up a new word in the dictionary, 
make a note of its antonym.

i l -

u n -

in -

im - i r ■

Use a dictionary to identify the correct prefixes for the adjectives in the box. 
Add them to the table in exercise 1.

appropriate direct experienced patient relevant mature 
legal responsible logical legible mobile personal

Look back at the table in exercise 1. Can you see any general rules about 
when to use il-, im-, and fr-? Complete the rules.

RULES il-,im-,ir-

il- is used with words beginning with
im- is often used with words beginning with and
ir- is used with words beginning with

Match words 1-7 with antonyms a-g.
I] different a low

easy b
t

maximum
□  high c small
L  large d public
f l  late e early

minimum f difficult / hard
private g the same
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REVIEW
1 look  at the titles of these newspaper articles. What do you think each article 

:s about? Work with a partner and write five questions about each article.

Scottish balloon found in Libyan desert

■Vho found it?
Fly me to the moon - return ticket, pleaseThe first-class violin

'  voo/vfst

1 Read the beginning of John Taylors talk. The words in bold are different parts 
of speech of the nonsense word naman. What part of speech are they?
Choose from the box.

verb x (2) noun x (3) adjective x (2)

Good ’naman, everyone. I am sorry for 2namaning late, but thank you for being so patient. As you know,
I am here to ’naman about the possibilities for increased commerce between our two ‘namanies and
I hope that this talk will lead to a fruitful discussion. Our two countries have had very good relations for many 5 
namanies, in fact since 1872! Last year, many of our 6namanical students came here to study your farming 
systems. It was a very 7namaning visit and they learnt a lot. In the future,...

: Guess their meaning from the context and replace them with an appropriate 
real word.
Good naman, everyone. = Good morning/afternoon, every one.

- Make notes about each of the pictures. Write a paragraph of 20-40 words for 
each one in the past tense. Give your complete article a title.
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READING Innovations
1 Skim the articles and letters on page 23. Answer the questions.

1 Where would you expect to find a page like this?
2 How many articles are there?
3 What is the topic of each article?
4 How many letters are there?
5 What piece of technology is each letter about?

2 linrfcnmJPHW Scan the text The Silent Plane and the 
readers’ letters opposite. Pay attention to topic sentences only. 
Are the statements true (T) or false (F)?
1 Maybe one day planes won’t make a noise. T
2 Noise is being reduced in two ways.
3 The project to build the plane hasn’t begun yet.
4 Mr Campbell is happy with his computer.
5 The writer of the third letter wants help.
6 Paula Adams’ opinion is the same as an earlier letter writers.

STUDY SKILL
Identifying the main message topic sentences

Students are aften required to do a large amount of reading. 
To save time and to select the best text(s) for your needs, it 
is important to identify the main message as quickly as 
possible.
To do this:
■ look at the title.
m quickly skim the text to find the topic sentences. They are 

usually the first sentence in each paragraph. They 
summarize what the paragraph is about.

3 Read the summaries a -d  of the paragraphs in the article The Car that Drives 
Itself. Match them with topic sentences 1-4. Do not read the article.

Summaries Topic sentences

a describing how the car works 1 O  A car manufacturer has designed and built a car that drives itself.
b predicting future developments 2 L Despite these disadvantages, car manufacturers see driverless cars as the future.
c outlining some problems 3 O  However, there are still two main drawbacks.
d introducing the subject 4 LG The car works using two main devices.

4 Skim the article to match topic sentences from exercise 3 to paragraphs A-D. 
Use the summaries to help.
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Technology Today
INNOVATIONS

Issue 27

THE SILENT PLANE

Annoyance from aeroplane noise could be a thing of the past as plans are announced to 
design a silent aircraft. The aim is to reduce the noise from a plane so that city-dwellers 
will no longer hear it passing overhead once it has left the airport.
This noise reduction will be achieved in three main ways. Firstly, the plane is being 
designed as a single, wide wing. Secondly, the engines will be placed above the wing, 
inside the plane, rather than under the wings and outside, and thirdly the airplane will 
be flown differently, for example at a reduced speed when it is near the airport.
The aircraft is just a design concept at the moment and many technological challenges 
will have to be met before we have silent planes overhead.

THE CAR THAT DRIVES ITSELF

______________________________ It can steer itself and control its speed. This is the
latest development in the long history of the automobile industry.
____________ __________________The first is a radar sensor in the front of the car. It
scans the road in front of the car, looking for other vehicles. It then speeds the car up or 
slows it down according to the traffic conditions. The second device is a camera below 
the rear-view mirror which watches the white lines in the road. It uses these lines as a 
guide to steering the car.
_____________________________ Firstly, the system can only work on motorways,
and secondly, cars still need a driver. If the driver doesn’t touch the steering wheel 
every 10 seconds, the devices can stop working.
______________________________  They are already working on new models that will
be able to drive on city roads. So, perhaps one day soon, we will be able to jump into 
our cars and sleep or read a book as we are driven to work!

I :  Inions and Questions: the Readers Write!

• i ■ cm  else, fed up with their computer?
: - :h t one to wake my life easier and it 

-; zone exactly the opposite! Everyone told
- i it would be easy to set up. ‘A child 
:u : io it!’ they said. So, I tried and it has

- a disaster. It crashes constantly and 
m i  of saving me time, I seem to spend

- - • i-ee time trying to make it work. If 
H : s an example of modern technology, 
p  i - i an old-fashioned typewriter 
i^ w !
t a

* .: 'i^pbell (Mr)

Dear Sir,

I strongly disagree with the previous 
correspondent about CD players being 
better than MP3 players. For most of us, 
who are busy and on-the-move, an MP3 
player is ideal. It is light, portable and 
convenient. You can store thousands of 
songs on it to listen to wherever you are. 
What’s more, most MP3 players now allow 
you to watch videos, look at photographs and 
connect to the Internet. Brilliant!
Yours faithfully,
Paula Adams

Sir,
I am writing to ask for some advice about 
memory sticks. I use mine to keep a copy of 
my data, in case something goes wrong with 
my computer. However, I was told that 
memory sticks are unreliable and are easily 
damaged by anything magnetic, or by going 
through scanners, at airports, for example. 
Could you please clarify for me whether this 
is true? I have a new job that requires me to 
travel regularly, and I have to take my 
memory stick on trips.
Yours,
A. Jefcoate
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WRITING Technology - good or bad?
1 Brainstorm arguments for and against mobile phones. 

l i r n ih m a -w a u M

for against

Can make a call at any time, 
any where.

Annoying in a public place, 
e.g. in a restaurant.

2 Read the essay. Did you have the same ideas?

STUDY SKILL Organizing ideas (1)

When writing an essay where you have to give two sides of
an argument:
■ organize your ideas into arguments for and arguments 

against, and give some examples.
■ write a paragraph for, and a paragraph against, giving 

your ideas in a logical order.
a write an introduction and a conclusion. Give your 

personal opinion in the conclusion.

Mobile phones
Mobile phones are now part of our everyday lives. Most people find them essential and could not 
manage without them. However, there are also some drawbacks to owning and using a mobile phone.
There are three main advantages to having mobile phones. Firstly, there is the convenience of being able 
to make or receive a phone call at any time and in any place. Secondly, they are essential for keeping in 
touch with family and friends. Parents worried about their children can always ring them to check they 
are safe, and children can let their family know if they are going to be late home. Finally, mobile phones 
can save lives. For example, if there is an accident, help can be called immediately, wherever the 
accident takes place.
On the other hand, there are significant problems with the use of mobile phones. In the first 
place, using mobile phones can cause accidents, for instance, when people are driving and using 
their phone at the same time. In addition, the loud use of mobile phones in public places such 
as restaurants and cinemas is rude and can be very irritating for other people. Lastly, there 
has been an increase in street crime directly related to mobile phones. People have been 
attacked and their phones stolen from them.
In conclusion, I believe that, despite the disadvantages, mobile phones are essential to 
modern life and that the advantages of owning one are far greater than the disadvantages.

Consider the purpose of each paragraph. Which paragraph A, B, C, or D
• says why mobile phone use can be a good thing
• introduces the subject
• concludes and gives the writer’s opinion
• says why mobile phone use can be a bad thing

4 r a w M i w  Go back through the essay. Underline 12 
more linking words and phrases. Write them in the table.

sequence

contrast

examples

endings

firstly

in spite of

to conclude

STUDY SKILL Linking ideas (2)

To help the reader understand your writing and follow your 
ideas, link short, simple ideas. Use:
m firstly, secondly,...

for more than one argument or idea 
s however (see Study Skill pl3), on the other hand, despite..

for a contrast between two ideas 
a for instance, for example, ■ ■ ■ 

for an example to illustrate an idea 
a in conclusion, to sum up,... 

for the final comment
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6

1 People (especially children) have access to programmes with unsuitable content.
2 It gives people access to programmes around the world - the opportunity to learn about other cultures.
3 A huge choice of programmes is available - something for every interest, for example sport, music, film, 

documentary channels.
4 More access to TV encourages people (especially children) to watch more TV, so there is less time for hobbies or family.
5 Programmes in other languages, for example English, can support language learning.
6 The programmes available may not be culturally appropriate.

for satellite TV against satellite TV

The programmes available may not be 
culturally appropriate.

Writing a discursive essay
7 Complete the essay using the arguments from exercise 6. Link ideas with 

words and phrases from exercise 4. Follow the organization in the box. Write 
about 200 words.

Title Access to satellite and Internet television does more harm than good. 

Introduction
Many people have strong feelings about the value of television, especially now that 
programmes are available through satellite and over the Internet. There are those 
who suggest that increased access to these programmes does more harm than good. 
However, there are those who insist that it is a good thing.
Paragraph 2 satellite and Internet TV does harm + examples 
Paragraph 3 satellite and Internet TV is good + examples 
Paragraph 4 conclusion and your opinion

Read the essay title. Do you agree or disagree with it?
Discuss with a partner.

Access to satellite and Internet television does more harm than good.

Divide arguments 1-6 into those that support the essay title (against 
satellite /Internet TV), and those that disagree with it (for satellite/Internet 
TV). Add one more argument to each list.
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VOCABULARY DEVELOPMENT Varying vocabulary (1)
Match the linking words or phrases with their synonyms.

1  i finally
2 □  firstly
3 [~1 for example
4 however
5 □  in conclusion
6 □  on the other hand

a but
b for instance
c in contrast
d in the first place
e lastly
f to conclude

Replace the word(s)in bold in each sentence with a synonym from the box.

drawbacks essential immediately made illegal rise

1 There are three disadvantages to your suggestion.
2 Smoking at work has been outlawed in many countries.
3 Most car owners believe their car is necessary for their work and leisure.
4 If there has been a car accident, you should call the police straight away.
5 There has been a huge increase in mobile phone ownership.

Read STUDY SKILL

from the unit.
Use your dictionary to find synonyms for these words

STUDY SKILL Avoiding repetition (1)

To avoid sounding repetitive in your writing, try not to use the same 
words too often. Where possible, use a synonym. A good dictionary will 
often give you a synonym within the definition of a word, or the symbol 
SYN next to a word with the same meaning. This entry is from the 
Oxford Student’s Dictionary.

f i n a l ly  /'farnsli/ adv. 1 after a long time or delay: It 
was getting dark when the plane finally took off.
IsynI eventually 2  used to introduce the last in a list 
of things: Finally, I would like to say how much we have 
all enjoyed this evening. fSYNl lastly 3 in a definite 
way so that sth will not be changed: We haven’t 
decided finally who will get the job yet.

ideal wonderful manufacture automobile 
accelerate steal rude discover

Replace the words in bold in the paragraph with synonyms. 
Use your dictionary to help.

Smart cards, that is, credit cards, mobile phone SIM cards, and so on 
which contain a very small computer microprocessor, have their 
origins in the 1970s. A Frenchman, Roland Moreno, manufactured a 
circuit that could store electronic data. Since then, this idea has 
grown into a multi-billion-dollar business.
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REVIEW
1 Look at the essay titles. Brainstorm and write down three arguments for  

and three arguments against each title.

Using computers saves a lot of time.
Cars should be banned from city centres.
Young people spend too much time playing computer games.
People have become too dependent on modern technology.

Already some people have installed voice-controlled technology in their homes. 
They use their mobile phones to ‘tell’ their lights to switch on, 
or to ‘order’ their television to turn off. However, in the future more and more 
of us will be using this technology to control our heating, our lighting, and 
security in our homes. Perhaps one day we will be able to ‘tell’ our ovens to 
cook our dinners!

Voice-controlled technology

2 Write a topic sentence which states the main idea for each paragraph below.

Laptop computers

Many people now travel the world on business and they need to be able to use 
a computer at all times. Firstly, it is important that they can write and answer 
important emails when they are away from their offices. Secondly, having a 
laptop means that people don’t waste time when they are travelling, as they 
can work while they are on a plane or train, for example. Lastly, a laptop can 
also help busy businessmen and women to relax. They can listen 
to music or watch their favourite movie while they are hundreds of kilometres 
from home!

3 Divide the vocabulary from Unit 4 into two topics: cars and aeroplanes.

airport fly motorways plane rear-view mirror 
steering wheel traffic wing

4 Add four of the words in the box to the two topics. Use your dictionary to 
help. Record these words in groups using a method from the Study Skill box 
on page 14.

accelerator brakes clutch cockpit 
emergency exit pilot take off tyres
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5 Conferences and visits
READING SKILLS Purpose and audience (1) and (2)
WRITING SKILLS Using formal expressions • Writing a formal email
VOCABULARY DEVELOPMENT Suffixes • Prefixes

READING A conference in Istanbul
1 Label documents a -d  on page 29. Which is ... ?

• an itinerary • an informal email • an invitation

Read STUDY SKILL2 Work with a partner.
1 What is the purpose of each document a-d?
2 Who is each document for?

a passenger a friend a speaker at a conference

3 Scan the documents. Answer as many questions as 
you can in three minutes.

a programme of events

STUDY SKILL Purpose and audience (1)

To understand the contents of a text better, predict what you can 
before you read. As well as titles, pictures, and headings think about:
■ layout, size, and style of the print.
■ purpose, for example, to inform, to sell.
■ audience (who it is written for), for example, a student, an expert.

The programme The people Dr Khuffash

Where is the conference being held? Who is the invitation to? What time does she leave Amman?
Who is the conference for? Who is the first speaker at the conference? What time does she arrive back home in Amman?
When does the conference start and finish? Who is talking about the international novel? Where does Dr Khuffash teach?
What time does the sightseeing tour start? Who is the email to? What is she looking forward to most?
What time is the Farewell Dinner? Who is the email from?

4 Complete the definitions using words and phrases in bold from the
documents.

1  is visiting important and historic places in a city as a tourist.

2 A ____________is a meeting or talk that everyone should attend.

3 A ____________is the place where people meet for an organized event.

4 A n ____________is a collection of things, for example books or paintings
for people to look at.

5 A _________________________means someone you know, a friend.

6  is saying or writing what you think is good or bad about
something, for example, a book or essay.

7 To______________________________________is to wait with pleasure for
something to happen.

8 T he____________of a meeting is the person in charge.

9 A ____________is someone who teaches at a university.

10 ____________is another more formal word for goodbye’.
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a

NATIONAL UNIVERSITY OF TURKEY
We have pleasure in inviting Dr Laura Khuffash to the

3rd International Conference 
for Teachers of English Language and Literature

5 October - 8 October Venue: Istanbul City Hotel

Programme Day 1

9-10.30 Plenary Session
Chair Dr John Bryan, Head of English, University of Leeds 

10.30-11.00 Coffee break and exhibition
11.00-13.00 Choice between:

® English as a World Language 
Dr Laura Khuffash, Senior Lecturer, Birzeit University

• English and Tourism
Dr. Mahmoud Suhbi, Ministry of Tourism and Development, Libya

• Novels in Translation
Dr Meral Soyer, Lecturer, National University of Turkey

• The International Novel
Dr Richard Dean, Lecturer, University of West London

13.00-14.00 Lunch
14.00 Coach leaves hotel for sightseeing tour. Visits will include:

Hagia Sophia/Blue Mosque/Topkapi Palace
17.00 Return to hotel
20.00 Dinner

---  c ---

04/10/10
. 9.00 Check in Queen Alia 

International Airport, 
Amman

11.00 Depart flight RJ401 
. 5.00 Arrive Ataturk International 

Airport, Istanbul

09/10/10
'.30 Check in Ataturk

International Airport, 
Istanbul 

1 ).30 Depart flight RJ402 
15.40 Arrive Queen Alia

International Airport, 
Amman

I ooo
From: laura.khuffash@bz.ac.com
Date: Sat 29/9/10 07:50am
To: nancy.marshal@lon.ac.uk
Subject: Istanbul conference

CD

Nancy,
Are you going to the conference in Istanbul next week? I’m giving 
a paper on the first day and chairing the plenary on the second 
day!! It would be great to see a fam iliar face in the audience. If 
not, I’ll send you a copy of my paper on ‘English as a W orld 
Language’ and you can tell me what you think. Any critic ism  
welcome! The programme looks great — we’ve even got some 
sightseeing arranged each day. I’m really looking forw ard to  
visiting the Blue Mosque - I’ve only ever seen photos of it. Don’t 
forget to let me know if you’ll be there.
Best wishes,
Laura

Programme Day 4

16.00 Final Plenary 
Chair Dr John Bryan,

Head of English, 
University of Leeds

20.00 Farewell Dinner
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5 Skim extracts a-f. What type of texts are they? Label them.

• poem • medical textbook • history textbook • novel • note
• student essay

a

The chicken farm had been his idea, after Charles 
came back from  the East with malaria. Work in the 
open air, Rivers had advised. He was paying for it now. 
As he left the shelter of the hedge and set off across 
two-acre field, a great gust of 'open air’ almost lifted 
him off his feet.

e

DysphagiaThis term includes both difficulty with 
swallowing and pain on swallowing.The former symptom 
is more prominent in obstruction and the latter with 
inflammatory lesions.The patient can sometimes point to 
the site of the obstruction.

b

Some of the features of the typical (medieval) village w ere inherent in 
the essential needs of agriculture and of social life, and may therefore 
appear too obvious to be worth specifying.The most obvious 
characteristic of the village was its topography.

A thing of beauty is a joy for ever
A thing o f beauty is a joy for ever:

Its loveliness increases; it will never 
Pass into nothingness: but still will keep 

A bower quiet for us, and a sleep . . .

lu conclus /сж, /+ is c\&ar +кл+ +k& 
лгс^ии.еж'к-s ivv -Çavour ол r&ducivî  carbon 
qas&s 'through. +k& incrzas&d use, o-Ç 
г&пеш Ыс sources are- s-f-ronq&r -than 
+koS& S^ppor-f-fkê. incre-aSe-J building 
o-Ç wacl&ar potûe,r S+^-h'cms.

Paul, can’t соме to the lecture today -  wot feeling well. 
Can you explain to the prof. and can I look at your notes?!!

Cheers,
t

Tow
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VRITIMG Invitations
Skim emails A and B. Which is formal? Which is informal?

o o o
□ ...................................... - ............................................................... - ..........- ......-

Dear Nancy,

Thanks for the invitation to your wedding. Congratulations 
to you both! 'I’d love to come. How exciting! I’ve already 
booked flights - 2 see attachment.

’ It’d be great if you could send me the email address of 

the hotel you’re booking me into.

‘I’m really looking forward to seeing you again.

Best wishes (and to Mark, too!),

Laura

o o o 
□

CD

Dear Dr Bryan,
I have great pleasure in accepting your kind invitation to the 3rd 
International Conference for Teachers of English Language and 
Literature to be held in Istanbul from 5th to 8th October. Please 
find attached my arrival and departure details as requested.
It would be greatly appreciated if you could send me the contact 
details (email and telephone/fax) for the Istanbul City Hotel.
I look forward to meeting you and your colleagues in October. 
Yours sincerely,
Dr Laura Khuffash 
Birzeit University

3

Look at the expressions in bold in email A. Find matching 
expressions in email B.

I’d love to come. = I have great pleasure in accepting ...

Match formal phrases 1-6 with endings a -f  to make full sentences. 
There may be more than one possible answer.

I f l  I am writing
2 O I  have pleasure
3 I ! Please find attached
4 | J |  look forward
5 □  I would like
6 O  Please feel free

a in attaching your programme,
b to suggest changes,
c to meeting you next month,
d your itinerary and hotel reservations,
e to welcome you to our town,
f to inform you that the conference 

dates have been changed.

STUDY SKILL Using formal expressions

When you write emails for academic or 
professional purposes, it is important to use a more 
formal tone. You can do this by learning fixed 
expressions by heart. For example:
I have great pleasure in + -ing
I am writing + infinitive
I would like + infinitive
Please feel free + infinitive
I look forward to + -ing
Please find attached/enclosed + noun

Work with a partner. Brainstorm things to do and see in your town.

Day IAn important lecturer is coming to visit to give a series 
of two-hour seminars at your college/university. 
Prepare a three-day programme to include hotel 
details, lectures (titles, venue, days and times), 
cultural and other free-time activities.

10.00 -12.00, ‘Technology of the future’
- Lecture Theatre 2

12.30 Lunch
3.00 Visit to the National Museum

■Vriting a formal email
5 Write an email to your visitor (75-100 words) using some of the

words and phrases in exercise 3. Include these points:
• Address your visitor.
• Tell him/her why you are writing.
• Give details of attachments (itinerary - dates and times of arrival and 

departure, lecture times and locations, accommodation).
• Briefly summarize the programme. Give an example of optional cultural 

and free-time activities. Tell the visitor that any suggestions for 
changes are welcome.

• Close the email appropriately.
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Word-building (2)
Look at the words from Unit 5. Use a dictionary to 
identify what part of speech each word is.

invitation international forget renewable 
criticism really enjoy greatly

Complete the table for each word with one example of each part of speech. 
Mark the stressed syllable. Use your dictionary to help. Read STUDY SKILL

verb noun adjective adverb

think
©

hopefully

pain
•

pleasure
•

critical

STUDY SKILL Suffixes

Identify the part of speech of a word 
(verb, noun, adjective, or adverb) to help 
you understand the meaning and 
develop your vocabulary, for example:
inform (v), information (n) 
informal (adj), informally (adv)
Suffixes give you clues to the part of 
speech, for example:
■ -tion, -ism, -ment, -ity, -ness are noun 

suffixes, for example, invitation
m -al,-ful, -able are adjective suffixes, 

for example, international
■ -ly is an adverb suffix, for example, 

formally

Read STUDY SKILL Match meanings 1-10 with prefixes a-j. 
Use the example words in italics to help.

1 L  against a auto- autobiography
2 !__| wrong; not b anti- antiseptic
3 ] j small/tiny c bi- bilingual
4 □  after d micro- microphone
5 i J  two/twice e mis- misprint
6 | j  under f multi- multimedia
7 _  across: change § post- postgraduate
8 again h re- review
9 [ by itself/oneself i sub- submarine

10 [ J  many j trans- transform

STUDY SKILL Prefixes

Adding a prefix changes the meaning of a word. Each prefix 
has a different meaning and can be found as a separate 
entry in the dictionary. For example:
mis- means wrong or not e.g. misunderstand, 
bi- means two or twice, e.g. biannual (twice a year).

Complete definitions 1-10 with an example word from exercise 3. 

1 To______________is to change something completely.
2 A_____________

voices louder.
3 Someone who is

. is a piece of electrical equipment that is used for making sounds and

. can speak two languages equally well.
4 A liquid or cream which stops a cut becoming infected is called an______________.
5 A type of ship which can travel underwater is a__________ _ .
6 To______________your work is to look at it again to make sure you understand.
7 An______________is the story of a person’s life written by that person.
8 A______________is someone doing further studies at a university after his or her first

degree.
9

10

. is using sound, pictures, and film as well as text on a screen. 
_  is a mistake in printing or typing.
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REVIEW
Look at documents a-c and answer the questions.
1 What is each document? Label them.
I Who do you think wrote each one?
3 Who is each one intended for? ^ __________________

-— -............. .....-..... -.................... a
Dear Dr Stone,

1 am writing to apply for the William Frank Bursary in Biological Sciences at the 
University of West London.
I am currently in my final year of a degree in Biochemistry at Birzeit University and 
will graduate in July this year. Please find enclosed a reference from my tutor and a 
copy of my final year paper in support of my academic qualifications....

TO ALL CANDIDATES:________________________
This is a reminder that the final Chemistry examination is on Tuesday 27th May at 9a.m. 
Please be at the examinations centre 15 minutes before the start of the exam.
Late arrivals will not be allowed into the examination hall.
All candidates must show their university ID cards.

- Rewrite the email to Mrs Bateman replacing the phrases in bold with more 
formal expressions.

b

SUMMER SCHOOLS
Reference: TSS07 
Temporary Social Organizer

We are looking for an energetic, friendly, 
and patient student who wishes to 
improve their English while working. 
Applicants should speak Arabic fluently, 
and English at intermediate level or 
above. They should have reasonable 
computer skills (Word and Excel) and...

O  O  O  a

Dear Mrs Bateman,
Thanks for your letter. I’d really like to come to the exhibition.
It would be great if you could send me some information about transport 
between the airport and the exhibition hall. I have written a brief biography 
as you asked me - see attachment.
Really looking forward to meeting you soon.
Yours sincerely,
Frank Baker

3 Complete the paragraph with the correct form of the words in brackets. 
Use your dictionary to help

Dr Khuffash is 1________ (current) a senior 2_________ (lecture)

at Birzeit University She is an expert on the 3________ (develop)

of English as an international language. She is 4________ (particular)

5________ (interest) in the use of English in the fields of science and

medicine. Dr Khuffash is also a noted 6________ (novel) and poet.
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6 Science and our world
READING SKILLS Making notes • Interpreting meaning
WRITING SKILLS Paraphrasing and summarizing • Writing a summary 
VOCABULARY DEVELOPMENT Noun/Verb * preposition • Using numbers

READING Air pollution
1 What are the causes and effects of air pollution?

Discuss with a partner and make two lists.

Causes factory emissions ...
Effects

Skim the report Air Pollution on page 35.
Are your ideas the same?

2 Scan the report and answer the questions.
1 What is the main cause of air pollution?
2 What are two natural sources of air pollution?
3 Which are the most polluted cities in the world?
4 Where was the first study done?
5 What health problems did the first study look at?
6 Where was the second study done?
7 What health problem did the second study look at?

3 Scan the report again. What do the numbers in the box refer to?

20 three times two 25,000 250 second 2.5

4 Read the notes and compare them to the highlighted and 
underlined sections in paragraph 1 of the report. Read STUDY SKILL

Air pollution - major problem
Man-made causes Natural causes
• vehicles - major cause • volcanoes
• power stations • forest fires
• factories
• mining/building
• burning -  fossil fuels/wood

more cars = wore pollution in major cities

5 Make notes from the underlined information in paragraph 2.

6 Read paragraph 3 carefully and highlight the key information.

7 Write about paragraph 3 from the prompts in the box.

Where...? What... studied? Who...?
How many...? Where... live? What results...?

STUDY SKILL Making notes

Take time to make good notes. They will help you to 
organize, record, and remember important information 
you have read. Use your notes to prepare for essay 
writing, for doing revision, and for sitting exams.
To find and mark relevant information:
■ ask yourself what information you need.
■ read and underline/highlight relevant information in 

the text (use different colours to represent different 
types of information, for example, blue for man- 
made causes, yellow for natural causes).

■ rewrite the information as notes.
To organize your notes:
■ use bullet points, headings, and numbering.
To be concise:
■ don’t write full sentences. Leave out words that are 

not central to understanding/meaning:
articles (a, an, the) the verb ‘to be’ 
prepositions (in, at, on) auxiliary verbs (has sent)

■ Use some simple abbreviations and symbols: 
e.g. (for example) (therefore)

Y  (because) = (equals/means)
—» (leads to)
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Air pollution
Air pollution is a major problem all over the world today. Probably the 
single biggest contributor to the problem is the motor vehicle. However, 
there are many other man-made sources, such as industrial factories, power 
stations, mining, building, and the burning of fossil fuels and wood in homes 
around the world. There are natural sources of air pollution too; volcanoes 
and forest fires produce a lot of pollutants. However, it is the increasing 
number and use of motor vehicles that is doing the most damage, and 
logically, where there are more cars, there is more pollution, that is, in the 
major cities of the world. Some of the most polluted cities include Beijing, 
Mexico City, Athens, Moscow, and Mumbai.

Health problem
This problem of increased pollution in the major cities of the world has led to 
an increase in the number of studies done to look at the effects on our health. 
The results so far are not very reassuring. In fact, air pollution may be a much 
greater danger to our health than scientists believed before. A 20-year study of 
residents of a Cairo suburb shows that the tinv particles in polluted air could 
lead to three times as many long-term health problems as was previously 
thought. A connection between the number of particles in the air and health is 
suggested by Dr Razia of Cairo University. He and his colleagues collected data 
on 25.000 residents of Cairo over two decades. They found that as the number 
of tinv particles, those less than 2.5 microns in diameter, increased, so did the 
risk of dying from health problems such as heart attacks and lung cancer.

Traffic and asthma
Other studies show a similar link between traffic pollution and ill health. A 
second group of researchers in Ottawa, Canada, reported that children 
living near busy roads were more likely to develop asthma. They studied 
the health of 250 children in different Canadian cities. The results suggest 
a strong connection between how close a child lives to traffic and the 
possibility of that child developing asthma and other similar diseases.
It is clear from these studies and others that the time has come to start 
reducing the levels of air pollution in our cities for the sake of our children 
and future generations.

8 Read the report again. Are the
statements expressed as fact (F) or speculation (S) in
the text?
1 Growing car use is causing the most damage. F
2 More pollution in big cities has resulted in more studies being 

done.
3 Polluted air is more dangerous than people thought.
4 Small particles in dirty air cause three times as many health 

problems.
5 The results of the Canadian studies prove there is a link 

between a child living close to traffic and getting asthma.
6 All these studies show that it is important to reduce air 

pollution for the next generation.

STUDY SKILL Interpreting meaning

Most academic and scientific articles express facts (what 
happened), and speculate (guess). It is important to be able to 
distinguish uncertainty and speculation from fact.
Uncertainty and speculation can be expressed using:
■ may, could, might before the main verb, e.g.

Air pollution may be a much greater danger to our health... 
Polluted air could lead to three times as many... problems, 

a verbs such as believe, claim, think, hope, seem, e.g.
Dr Razia... believes there is a connection between the 
number of particles in the air and health.

■ words and phrases, e.g. 
possibly, probably, it is possible
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WRITING Trends
1 Read the report School dinner scandal. Underline the main information.

School dinner scandal
The results of a study into what 10,000 primary school children, that is, 
children aged five to eleven, ate in a day shocked the researchers. They 
believe it shows that children’s diets are getting worse and that this 
might cause health problems in the future. It shows that 49 per cent of 
the children had eaten chips, which had been cooked in oil. Less than 
half had eaten a vegetable or a piece of fruit in the last 24 hours and, 
most shockingly, only one in ten children had eaten fish.
As Dr G. Bennett, the author of the study, concluded (2006, pl91),
‘Poor eating habits in early childhood can lead to health problems in 
later life. It is therefore essential to ensure that children eat properly.’

2 Read the summary. Match the highlighted words and phrases with words 
and phrases in the report.

Research = a study

Summary
Research into 10,000 primary pupils’ daily diet revealed that just under half had 
eaten chips, fewer than 50% had had either vegetables or fruit, and only 10% of 
the children had eaten fish.

3 Read the article Scientists on the decline on page 37. Highlight or underline 
the main information.

4  Make notes from the information you have highlighted or underlined. 
Organize them logically, and be concise.

Number science students J, about 5% a year.
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Focus on Science

Scientists on the decline
As science becomes increasingly important in our daily lives, so the 
shortage of scientists gets greater. The number of students going to 
university to study pure and applied sciences is decreasing by about five 
per cent each year. This, in turn, leads to a drop in the number of people 
able to be science teachers in schools. This shortage of science teachers, 
unsurprisingly, leads to fewer school children studying science, and even 
fewer going on to university. Prominent scientists believe that one of the 
reasons is that science is undervalued in society; people do not discuss the 
latest scientific breakthrough in the same way they would discuss the 
latest bestseller. It could also be because scientists starting their 
professional lives are often poorly paid. However, some scientists think 
that the reason is a distrust of scientists because of the claims for 
‘breakthroughs’ and ‘cures’ for diseases which do not actually happen. 
Whatever the reason, young people must be encouraged to study science. 
The world needs scientists.

5 Write sentences in your own words using your notes. Do
not look back at the text Scientists on the decline.

There is an annual fall of around five per cent in the number of people studying science in 
higher education.

STUDY SKILL Paraphrasing and summarizing

You often need to use other sources, for example other people’s work, in your own 
essays and reports.
This can be done by:
■ paraphrasing information, that is, rewriting information in your own words. Use 

synonyms wherever possible (see Study Skill p26).
■ summarizing the information, that is, linking the main points in your own words.
NOTE You may quote directly from the piece of work, but it is essential to give the 
source of the quote and its author, e.g.
... Dr G. Bennett, the author of the study, concluded (2006, p!91) ‘Poor eating 
habits in early childhood can lead to health problems in later life.’
The use of other people’s work ‘word for word’ without saying you have done so 
(plagiarizing) is strictly not allowed.

Writing a summary
6 Use your sentences in exercise 5 to write a paragraph (50-75 words) 

summarizing the text.
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VOCABULARY DEVELOPMENT 
Words that go together
1 Read S TU D Y SKILL Scan the texts in the unit to find the 

prepositions that go with the nouns.

1 a source of

2 the problem.
3 an increase
4 a connection

5 a link____

6 a level___
7 a shortage.
8 a distrust

Complete the sentences with the correct preposition. Scan 
the texts or use a dictionary to help.

____ more illness.

STUDY SKILL Noun/Verb + preposition

To use a word correctly, it is necessary to know the words 
which are associated with it, e.g.
noun + preposition a connection between 
verb + preposition to die from

When you look up a new word in the dictionary, remember 
to note the preposition(s) that go with it. The example 
sentences will help you choose the correct preposition.

1 Increased pollution may lead____
2 Forest fires can contribute________ an increase in air pollution.
3 Some cyclists wear face masks to protect themselves________ pollution.
4 The number of maths students has decreased________ six per cent.
5 Scientists are looking________ ways to encourage more people to study science.

Using numbers
The numbers in the box are taken from the texts in the unit. Can you 
remember what they represent?

25,000 2.5 49% one in ten

Read  S TU D Y SKILL Match numbers 1-10 to facts a-j. 
Compare your answers with a partner.

1 0  The average temperature of a human is...
2 O  The coldest recorded temperature on Earth is...
3 [ J  The population of China is...
4 O  The height of Mount Everest in metres is...
5 O  The amount of the Earth that is covered by sea is...
6 □  The average number of hairs on a person’s head is..
7 O  The value of the mathematical symbol pi (7t) is...
8 11] The approximate distance to the moon is...
9 [ ] The number of Arabic speakers in the world is...

10 [ J The number of bytes in a gigabyte is...

a 8,850 metres
b 37°C
c 110,000
d 382,500 km
e 1,306,313,812
f 1 billion
g 3.14159265
h 70%
i -89.4°C
j 174,950,000

STUDY SKILL Using numbers

Numbers are frequently used in academic and professional 
writing and speaking.
Cardinal numbers, e.g. 22, 407, 2,056, 1,345,644 
Use a comma to separate millions and thousands.
Five billion/million/ 

thousand/hundred 
407
3,476

Ordinal numbers
first/lst second/2nd

five million (not millions)

four hundred and seven, 
three thousand, four hundred 

and seventy-six

third/3rd, etc.
Ratios, decimals, percentages, and temperatures
1:5
62%.
0.7
’/4 ]/3 ]/ l  3/4
6.05
-5°C

a ratio of one to five 
sixty-two per cent (not per cents) 
nought /no:t/ point seven 
a quarter, a third, a half, three quarters 
six point oh five
five degrees (Celsius/centigrade) below zero 
minus five degrees (Celsius/centigrade)
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REVIEW
Read the three texts. Highlight facts in blue and speculation in pink.

Old shoes
Scientists believe the first shoes were worn about 30,000 years ago. 
When shoes are worn, the toe bones get weaker. There is evidence 
that humans 30,000 years ago had toes which were weaker than 
those of their ancestors. This, the scientists claim, is because they 
started wearing shoes.

Bright veggies_________________ ________

Brightly-coloured fruit and vegetables, like carrots and oranges, 
could protect against diseases such as arthritis. These vegetables and 
fruit contain vitamin C and other elements which work against the 
disease. So, if you enjoy eating lots of oranges, you could also be 
helping your body to fight disease.

The ancient origini of tuberculosis_________

Scientists used to believe tuberculosis (TB) was just tens of 
thousands of years old, but studies of ancient skeletons suggest the 
disease existed in East Africa three million years ago. Scientists hope 
to use this new information in their fight against TB, as this disease 
kills three million people a year.

2 Use a dictionary to find prepositions that go with the verbs and nouns.

verbs nouns
apply
concentrate 
consist 
depend 
search 
suffer

3 Correct the mistakes in the sentences.
1 Today is his forty birthday.
2 More than 6 millions people watched the final.
3 There was an increase of five point two nought six.
4 They received a pay rise of four per cents.
5 Todays temperature is 7 degrees under zero.

reason
demand
cause
solution
rise
reaction
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7 People: past and present
READING SKILLS Using original sources
RESEARCH Using the Internet • Developing a search plan
W RITING  SKILLS Adding extra information • Organizing ideas (2) • Writing from research

READING Three famous writers
1 Think of two books you have read recently. Who wrote them? What were 

they about? Why did you read them? Discuss with a partner.

2 Look quickly at extracts a-g on page 41. Which ones are ab o u t... ?

I 11 I William Shakespeare ■ _j|r j Agatha Christie \ ][ | l  i Ahmed Shawqi

R ea d  S TU D Y S KILL3 Scan the extracts and complete the notes in the chart.

STUDY SKILL Using original sources

Decide what information you need from a source. Scan the text to find the 
relevant part.
Original sources often have difficult language and unknown vocabulary, so don’t 
worry about not understanding everything. You can:
■ guess the meaning of unknown words from context (See Study Skill pl7).
■ use a dictionary.
m try a different source.

Shakespeare Agatha Christie Ahmed Shawqi

country

born

early life and family

profession

famous for

death

4 Match the dictionary definitions with the words in bold from the texts.

1 A . is someone who writes poetry.

______ -____________, there is very little written information about it.2 If a subject is___________-

3 A _______________is a book that is bought by a very large number of people.

4 If you have a book_______________, you have it prepared and printed for sale.

5 A _______________is a play that has a sad ending.

6 An_

7 A

. is someone who writes books.

8 A

. is someone who writes plays.

. is a play or film that makes you laugh.

William Shakespeare

Agatha Christie

Ahmed Shawqi
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Q  William Shakespeare (1564-1616), English playwright and poet, recognized in 
much of the world as the greatest of all dramatists... For someone who lived almost 
400 years ago, a surprising amount is known about Shakespeare’s life. Indeed we know 
more about his life than about almost any other writer of his age...
Shakespeare wrote nearly all of his plays from 1590 to 1611. The great tragedies - 
including Hamlet, Othello, King Lear, and Macbeth - were written during the first 
decade of the 1600s. Shakespeare died on April 23,1616.

Q  Ahmad Shawqi was born in Cairo in 1868 to a middle class family which was 
related to the royal family. He was raised by his grandmother...

H  Ahmed Shawqi is known as ‘the poet of 
Arabism and Islam’.
His collection of poetry, Al Shawkiyat, 
published initially in 1890, remains a classic of 
Islamic literature.
His family’s connection to Khedive’s palace led 
him to spend his early life in luxurious 
conditions. After completing his education in 
law in Paris in 1893 and spending an additional six 
months in France, he returned to Egypt. 
Celebrating the publishing of the second edition 
of Al Shawkiyat, in April 1927, Shawki was named 
Poet Laureate of Egypt.

Q  Agatha Christie (1890-1976), British author of mystery novels and short stories, 
is especially famous as the creator of Hercule Poirot, the Belgian detective, and Miss 
Jane Marple.
Agatha Christie was born in Torquay, in the county of Devon. Her father died when she 
was a child. Christie was educated at home, where her mother encouraged her to write 
from a very early age. At sixteen she was sent to school in Paris where she studied 
singing and piano.
In 56 years Christie wrote 66 detective novels, among the best of which are The Murder 
of Roger Acroyd, Murder On The Orient Express (1934), Death On The Nile (1937)...
In 1967 Christie became president of the British Detection Club, and in 1971 she was 
made a Dame of the British Empire. Christie died on January 12,1976. With over one 
hundred novels and 103 translations into foreign languages, Christie was by the time of 
her death the best-selling English novelist of all time.

D Shakespeare’s reputation as dramatist, 
poet, and actor is unique... Sadly his life-story 
remains ill-documented. We do know that 
Shakespeare was born in Stratford-upon-Avon 
in Warwickshire, England, and that he was 
probably educated in the town’s free grammar 
school. Then in 1582 he married Anne 
Hathaway.
The first collected edition of Shakespeare’s 
works was published after his death in 1623 and 
is known as the First Folio. The plays fall into the 
categories of history, tragedy, comedy, and 
tragicomedy.

K3 Ahmed Shawqi (1868-1932) (Arabic:_________ ); Egyptian poet and dramatist
... Shawqi produced distinctive poetry that is widely considered to be the most 
prominent of the 20th century Arabic literary movement.
...his family was well-connected with the court of the Khedive of Egypt. He 
attended law school, obtaining a degree in translation. Shawqi was then offered a job 
in the court of the Khedive Abbas II, which he immediately accepted. After a year 
working in the court of the Khedive, Shawqi was sent to continue his studies in Law 
at the Universities of Montpellier and Paris for three years.
Plays
Shawqi was the first in Arabic literature to write poetic plays. He wrote five 
tragedies... and two comedies.
Poetry
Ash-Shawqiyyat, his selected works, in four volumes, includes Nahj al-Burda, a tribute 
to the prophet Muhammed.

F I  Agatha Christie (1890-1976), English 
novelist, who was a prolific writer of mystery 
stories. She was born in Torquay. The 
Mysterious Affair at Styles (1920) began her 
career. Hercule Poirot is the hero of many of 
her works, including the classic bestseller 
The Murder of Roger Ackroyd (1926).
In 1930, while travelling in the Middle East, 
Christie met the noted English archaeologist 
Sir Max Mallowan. They were married that 
year, and from that time on Christie 
accompanied her husband on annual trips to 
Iraq and Syria.
In 1971 she was made a Dame Commander of 
the Order of the British Empire.
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RESEARCH Information on the Net
1 Read the two extracts about Shakespeare. What do you notice?

Read  S TU D Y  S KILL

Q  For som eone  w ho  lived a lm o st 400 years ago, a su rp ris in g  a m o u n t is k n o w n  ab o u t S hakespeare’s life. 
Indeed  w e k now  m o re  ab o u t h is life th a n  ab o u t a lm o st any  o th e r  w rite r  o f  h is age.

Sadly, h is life-story rem ain s  ill-docum ented .

STUDY SKILL Using the Internet

The Internet is a huge resource, so get to know different types of sites for finding information.
■ Search engines: www.google.com.www.yahoo.com to find a fact, such as the boiling point 

of mercury.
Some sites, www.uk.ask.com. for example, are designed so that you type in a question, such as What 
is the boiling point of mercury?

» Online encyclopaedias: www.wikipedia.org. www.britannica.com for more complete factual 
information, such as the lifecycle of a mosquito.

■ Subject directories: www.bubl.ac.uk.www.rdn.ac.uk for specialist online and written resources 
linked to a specific subject (economics, history, etc.) such as World History 500-1799 + country.

Remember that information from websites is not always reliable, so check information on two 
or more sites.

Look at the three questions. Use a search 
engine to find the answers.

1 What is Chopin famous for?
(Search: Chopin)

2 When did Jane Austen write Persuasionl
(Search first: Jane Austen, search second: Persuasion)

3 What is Angola’s main export?
(Search phrase: Angola’s main export)

STUDY SKILL Developing a search plan

To make an Internet search more efficient and reliable, 
develop a search plan.

Ask yourself questions:
■ What is the general search topic?
■ What information do I need to find out?
□ What keywords and phrases will help me?

List the keywords and phrases in order of importance.

What type of Internet site would answers questions 1-6?
Identify and underline the keywords, and then look up the 
information. Compare answers from at least two different 
sites. Is the information the same?

1 What is the average summer temperature in Amman?
2 How far is the Sun from the Earth?
3 When was the English author Charles Dickens born?
4 What percentage of the human body is water?
5 What is the average rainfall in the Amazon in May and December?
6 What are the main stages of the life cycle of a butterfly?
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4 Read the notes about the two famous people. Three facts about each person 
are incorrect. Can you guess which ones?

5 Use the Internet to find and correct the mistakes. Underline key words or 
phrases to search for.

Marie Curie - born in France -1867.
• the first woman to win two Nobel Prizes.
• famous for discovery, with husband Pierre, of radium - couple got the Nobel Prize 

for Peace in 1903.
• after husband’s death continued working -1921, won the Nobel Prize for Chemistry.

Zinedine Zidane - born -1975 - Paris, France.
• one of the best footballers of all time - played for France many times.
• scored two goals in 1998 World Cup Final v. Argentina (France won 3-0), and one goal in 

2006 World Cup Final.
• retired from professional football after the 2006 World Cup.

WRITING Biographies
1 Read the biography of Roger

Federer. Answer the questions.
1 When and where was he born?
2 When did he win his first 

‘Grand Slam’ title?
3 Which three competitions did 

he win in 2004?
4 Who has also won five 

Wimbledon finals in a row?
5 What is the name of Federer’s 

special project?

Roger Federer is probably the best and most famous tennis 
player in the world today. He was born in Basle, in Switzerland
in 1981. His parents,'__________________________ , encouraged
him to start playing tennis when he was eight years old. He won 
his first Wimbledon title, the Wimbledon Junior, at the age of 
sixteen. Over the next few years he played all over the world,
including in Australia,2__________________________ .
However, it was in the year 2003 that he really began to show 
just how good he was. He started the year by winning two 
tournaments in a row, in Dubai and Marseilles. He also won his 
first Grand Slam title at the Wimbledon Championships. In 2004 
he won three out of four Grand Slam titles, in the Australian Open, Wimbledon, and the US 
Open. In 2007 he equalled Björn Borg’s record of winning Wimbledon five times in a row. 
Federer went on to win the title for a sixth time in 2009. When he is not playing tennis, 
Federer is busy with his special project, the Roger Federer Foundation,
5__________________________ . He is also a Goodwill Ambassador to Unicef, which also
helps poor children around the world.

2 Here is some extra information about the 
tennis player. Write it in the correct place in 
the text.
• where he represented Switzerland in the 

2000 Olympics Games
• which helps disadvantaged children
• who met when Roger’s father was in South 

Africa on business

Read  S TU DY SKILL

STUDY SKILL Adding extra information

One way of adding extra information is to use a non-defining relative clause.
a Roger Federer is a very famous tennis player. He was born in Basle, 
m Roger Federer, who was bom in Basle, is a very famous tennis player.
■ Roger Federer, who is a very famous tennis player, was born in Basle.
Use commas and relative pronouns who (for people), which (for things and 
animals), and where (for places, but omit ‘there’).
Basle is a city in Switzerland. Roger Federer was born there.
Basle, where Roger Federer was born, is a city in Switzerland.
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3 Join the two sentences using a relative clause with who, which, or where.

1 Arthur Conan Doyle was a Scottish doctor. He wrote the Sherlock Holmes 
stories.

2 The film Amadeus is about the life of Mozart. It won eight Oscars.

3 Stratford-upon-Avon is a beautiful little town. Shakespeare was born there.

4 i¡M iIhpi»Hh:<I<fe Put the biographical information about Nelson Mandela 
into chronological order.

STUDY SKILL Organizing ideas (2)

Always consider carefully the most appropriate way to 
organize the information in your writing.

When writing a biography, for example, it is usual to follow 
a chronological order, that is, time order.

Nelson Mandela -  m o st fam ous politician in the  w orld

® actively involved in the African National Congress and the fight 
against apartheid -  the separation of black and white people

• becam e first democratically elected president of South Africa 
in 1994

• M andela -  born in South Africa in 1918 -  becam e the m ost 
famous statesm an in the world

• retired from politics in 2004, m oved back to Qunu -  he was 
born there

© was released from prison after 27 years in 1990, won the 
Nobel Peace Prize -  shared with President de Klerk

5 Use the information from exercise 4 to write a short biography of Mandela 
(approximately 100 words). Use relative pronouns.

Writing from research
6 Write a biography of a famous person from your academic field or from your 

country (150 words). Research five central facts: birth, early life, career, what 
he/she is most famous for, what he/she is doing today, and add extra 
information.
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REVIEW Organizing vocabulary (2)
I Use words and phrases from the website extracts on page 41 to complete the 

sentences.

I  1

I 2
I  3

4

5

6

STUDY SKILL Topic vocabulary

Keep a vocabulary notebook or computer file and give each page a 
topic title, e.g. the arts, technology, etc.
Record all new words of the same topic together on one page.

a composer a conductor a director a landscape a movie 
a novel a portrait a role a sculpture a short story 
a songwriter a star an abstract an actor an art gallery 
an author jazz opera poetry prose

3 Complete sentences 1-8 with the verbs in the box.

composed conducted designed directed 
painted played starred wrote

1 Lord Norman Foster________________ the Millau
Viaduct, the highest bridge in the world.

2 Charles Dickens________________ many novels.

3 Alfred Hitchcock________________ thrillers.

4 Verdi________________ many famous operas.

5 Harrison Ford________________ in adventure films.

6 Van Gogh________________The Sunflowers and many other famous pictures.

7 Scott Joplin________________ the piano.

8 Sir Georg Solti________________ the London Philharmonic Orchestra.

What are the comments about? Use the vocabulary in exercise 2.

1 It’s about ten metres tall, made of a black metal, and stands in City Square.
2 It’s just lots of circles of different colours. A child could have done it.
3 The lead actor was great and the special effects were brilliant.
4 I couldn’t stop until the last page. It was so exciting.
5 It was all in Italian, so I didn’t understand the words, but the music was beautiful.

The life of the philosopher Socrates is________________ , so there are very few facts
about him.

Molière is a famous French________________. One of his most famous plays is The Miser.
Hamlet is an example of a ________________ . It has an unhappy ending.

This book is________________ by Oxford University Press.

Vikram Seth is a famous Indian________________ . He has written many books.

Airport bookshops often only sell________________ , the most popular and widely-read
books.

7 John Keats is a famous British________________ . His most famous poem is To Autumn.
8 I prefer to see________________ at the theatre because they make me laugh.

2 Copy the diagram The Arts. Write the topic vocabulary in the box 
under the correct heading in your diagram. Read STUDY SK IU
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8 The world of IT

READING Computers
1 Discuss with a partner how often you use a computer to:

• download music/games/films • do research
• send an email • shop on line
• write an essay

2 Read the description of a computer. Label the diagrams using 
the words in the box.

CPU CD/DVD burner USB port
VDU (monitor) mouse keyboard scanner
printer webcam memory stick speakers

A computer is made up of several main parts. Obviously, the most 
important is the CPU, or central processing unit. This is the part 
that houses the computer memory and processing chips, in other 
words, the computer’s brain. Most CPUs now have a CD and/or 
DVD burner, that is, a device for recording onto a CD or DVD, 
already built into the unit. They also have USB ports, that is to say, 
sockets where you plug in other devices, e.g. your scanner or 
memory stick. Most CPUs have software, i.e. computer programs, 
already loaded when you buy the computer, but many people like 
to add other programs to personalize their computer. Other 
necessary parts of any computer system are the monitor or 
screen, the mouse, and the keyboard.

3 Underline seven ways of rephrasing, explaining,
and giving examples in the description in exercise 2.

STUDY SK ILL Rephrasing and explaining

In technological or scientific texts, some words are often rephrased or 
explained:
... a CD burner, that is, a device for recording onto CD.

i.e.
... hardware, in other words, the machinery of a computer,

or
Sometimes an example is given instead. Look out for:
...software e.g. anti-virus programs,...

for example 
for instance
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Computers under attack
Every time you turn on your computer and connect to the Internet, there is a possibility of attacklife 
could come via an email from a friend, a software program or music you download, or even from a 
CD-ROM you are using.
The most common source of danger is a ‘virus’, that is, a program that hides itself in documents or 
software, and then attacks your computer. Sometimes, these are not too serious. They can even be 
funny, but sometimes they are so serious that they crash the computer, in other words, they stop 
the computer working. Consequently, some companies and even government departments have had 
to close while they try to find and destroy a virus. This can cost millions of dollars.
One type of virus, known as a Trojan Horse’, is designed to get your credit card details or bank 
passwords. Once it has this information, it is sent to organizations that steal your money from your 
bank or use your credit card to buy things.
Another danger is ‘spyware’. Like the Trojan Horse, it hides inside your computer so that you don’t 
know it is there. It might not do any damage, but it collects information about you, for example, what 
you buy online or what music you download. It then sends this to commercial companies.
A more common, but less dangerous, problem is ‘spam’, or unwanted advertising. When it first 
appeared, nobody worried about it, but now it is out of control: more than 50% of all email messages 
in the world are junk mail, or spam. Unfortunately, some people are now using spam to trick people 
and to get money from them. This is called ‘phishing’. The simplest phishing trick is to send an email 
promising that you will get rich. However, to get this money, you must first send your bank details. Of 
course, they take the money from your bank and you certainly don’t get rich!
Therefore, next time you’re online, make sure your anti-virus program is up-to-date and never give 
anyone your bank details!

Read the article Computers under attack. Match terms 1-5 with 
definitions a-e.

1 [ j  phishing
2 EH spam
3 [_J spyware
4 O  Trojan horse
5 O  virus

a a hidden program that can destroy data 
b a program that can be designed to steal personal information 

from your computer 
c advertising emails
d a program that steals money by tricking people into giving 

away personal information 
e a program that is hidden and can be used to get information 

about users’ online buying habits

5 What do the pronouns refer to? Look back at 
the article. Complete the table. Read  S T U D Y  SKILL

pronoun refers to

it (line 1) possibility of an attack
these (line 5)
they (line 8)
This (line 8)
it (line 10)
it (line 10)
it (line 13)
it (line 15)
This (line 18)

STUDY SK ILL Avoiding repetition (2)

Pronouns are used instead of repeating the same words. Understanding 
what pronouns refer to helps you understand a text.
■ it replaces a singular noun or noun phrase, e.g.

I bought a new computer. The-new computer it was expensive.
■ they replaces a plural noun or noun phrase, e.g.

I bought some new computer games. The-new-eemptite^gemes 
They are great fun. 

w this summarizes previous information and adds new information, e.g. 
You should install an anti-virus program. InstaUing-an antivirus 
program This will protect your computer.

Using pronouns also makes a text more cohesive, or connected.
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WRITING IT - benefits and drawbacks
1 Read the paragraph The benefits o f wireless technology slowly and carefully. 

Use the information to complete the notes.

The benefits of wireless technology
A breakthrough in computer design could lead to computer technology being available in the poorest parts 
of the world. An IT company has developed a laptop computer that will only cost $100. It has all the 
functions of an ordinary computer including WiFi and 1GB of storage. Since the price will be low, the 
designers hope that the laptop will be available to children in poorer parts of the world. The computer is 
powered by turning a handle and, as a result, it does not need an electricity supply or batteries. This should 
make it even more attractive to schools in the developing world.

Wind-up

$100IT company —> _____

Low price good for children in countries
All functions e.g. WiFi /  1GB storage

Powered__________ no electricity__________required
/ -

2 Write simple sentences using the completed notes from 
exercise 1. Do not look back at the paragraph.

An IT company has produced a laptop for just $100.

Read  S T U D Y  S K ILL Link the sentences using the words and 
phrases in brackets.
1 Many people do not back up their computer files.

They lose a lot of data, (so)
2 Many users don’t empty their mailboxes.

They may have problems downloading their mail. (As a result)
3 There is a serious threat from viruses.

Many people install an anti-virus program, (because)
4 Many employees do not know how to use basic programs effectively. 

Many companies offer IT training. (Consequently)
5 People use copies of programs.

Manufacturers put in secret codes to detect copies, (since)

4 Link your sentences from exercise 2 using words and phrases 
from the Study Skill box.

■ H H i

STUDY SKILL Unking ideas (3)

To connect ideas that show the cause and result, use 
linking words and phrases.
■ For cause, use because, as, since:

People in some parts of the world cannot afford 
computers since/as/because they are too expensive, 

m For result, use as a result, consequently, therefore, so: 
He didn’t have an antivirus program, and as a result, a 
virus attacked his computer.
Computer scientists have tried hard to stop spam. 
Consequently, the senders of spam have become 
more sophisticated.
TV in the UK will be digital in 2012. Therefore, everyone 
will have to buy a digital receiver.
Batteries are too expensive, so the computer is 
powered by solar energy.

Writing from notes
Use the notes to write a paragraph about computer crime.

The number of computers and computer networks has grown 
enormously over the past few years. Consequently,. . .

Computer Crime

1 Number computer networks T opportunity for crime T
2 Number people buying online T = T criminals steal (e.g credit cards)

3 IT experts make networks secure criminal gangs hire own experts

4  /. need T online security + better systems to protect users

STUDY SKILL
Coherent writing

To write up your notes in a natural and 
coherent style:
b  make good notes (see Study Skill p34) 
a write simple sentences, and join them 

using linking words and phrases (see Study 
Skill ppl3,24, and 48) 

a use synonyms and pronouns to avoid 
repetition (see Study Skill pp26 
and 47)
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VOCABULARY DEVELOPMENT e.g., etc
Read S TU D Y SKILL Match abbreviations 1-8 with their 

meanings a-h . Check your answers in a dictionary

1 e.g.
2 c. or ca.
3 Q c f .
4 J i.e.
5 [ ibid.
6 [~  N.B.
7 . p. or pp.
8 etc.

a and more of the same
b for example
c page or pages
d make a note/remember
e that is
f about/approximately
g compare this with...
h a reference to a source (book or website) referred to previously

Complete the sentences using abbreviations from exercise 1.

1 People now listen to music in a wide variety of ways, such as on a 
personal stereo, iPod, podcasts,____ .

2 The world population today i s ____ six billion people.

3 There are several other problems involved in com puter program ming 
(see____ 173).

4 There are several career options for graduates in biochem istry,____
working in the pharmaceutical industry.

5  ____The library closes at 23.00.

STUDY SK ILL Abbreviations (1)

There are many common abbreviations that are used in 
academic and technical texts. Understanding their meaning 
will help you to understand the text itself better.

e.g. 
c. or ca.

cf. 
ibid

i.e.
N.B.

P» ОГ PP* 
etc.

Use a dictionary or the Internet to find out what the 
computer abbreviations stand for. Write how to say each 
abbreviation. Read S TU DY SKILL

1 CPU central processing unit /si:pi:'ju:/
2 CD
3 CD-ROM
4 RAM
5 WiFi
6 GB
7 www
8 R/W
9 USB

10 user ID
11 IP
12 VDU

STUDY SKILL Abbreviations (2)

Some abbreviations are said as individual letters, e.g. BBC. 

Some are acronyms, that is, said as words, e.g. OPEC /'aopek/. 
Check in your dictionary how to say the abbreviations.

W hich abbreviations in exercises 1 and 3 are acronyms?
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RESEARCH Crediting sources
1 Look carefully at the book references.

Are the statements true (T) or false (F)?

Curnick, L. (2005). Biology Made Easy. Crawford Press. 
Marsden, P. (2004). Life in Rural Egypt. Axminster 

University Press.

1 There is a comma after the author’s family name.
2 The author’s first name is written in full.
3 There is a full stop after the author’s initial.
4 The year of publication is in brackets.
5 There is a comma after the year of publication.
6 The title of the book can be underlined or written in italics.
7 There is a full stop after the title of the book.
8 There is a comma at the end of the reference.

STUDY SK ILL Acknowledgements

Writing an essay often involves using information taken from 
other sources, e.g. books or websites. It is important to 
acknowledge these sources in a bibliography at the end of your 
essay.

Styles vary in different departments. Check your department’s 
style and use the same.
For books:

■ list the sources by author’s surname in alphabetical order.
■ give the author’s name, the title, the publisher, the year of 

publication.
■ use the same order and punctuation for each reference.
For websites:

■ give the author’s name if known.
■ give the title of an article in inverted commas and underline 

or italicize the source of the work.
■ give the full address.
a give the date you accessed the web page in brackets.

2 Write out the references as entries in a bibliography.

The Greatest Inventions of All Time John Reading Axm inster Uni. Press 2001
1 is for Information Helen Campbell Uni. of Ashford Press 2005
A History of the Periodic Table Fern Daniell C rawford Press 2004
A Student’s Guide to Study Skills Christine Dix Edinburgh Book Press 2001
What is Information Technology? Simon Naylor Rogers and Sons 2005

3 Look carefully at the website acknowledgement. Notice the style.

"Avicenna" Wikipedia. The Free Encyclopedia http://en. 
wikipedia.org/wiki/Ibn_Sina (15 June 2006)

Find and correct one style mistake in each of the web references 1-3.

1
“History Trail: Archaeology” BBC
http://www.bbc.co.uk/history/lj/archaeologylj/preview/shtml (1 May 2006)

2
“Periodic Table” Webelements 
http://www.webelements.com/ (6 November 2006)

3
“United Arab Emirates” WorldAtlas.com http://worldatlas.com/webimage/ 
countries/asia/ae.htm 22 October 2006
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REVIEW
Read the three paragraphs. Draw arrows from the pronouns in bold to the 
noun or noun phrase they refer to.

Q  Digital television UK
Although the UK government only plans to have switched completely to 
digital television by 2012, it recommends that people switch to it now, if 
they can. The best way to get digital TV is to buy a stand-alone receiver. 
This connects to most modern televisions via an aerial on the roof.

Q  Laser dentistry
Very few people enjoy going to the dentist. However, the latest laser 
drills are extremely accurate. They are also nearly painless. Dentists 
find them very easy and efficient to use, and they say that patients 
are much more relaxed during treatment. 
• * • * » * • » • » * * * • * » * * * » * • * « # * * * * * * *  
0  The Death of Guide Books
In the past, most people would take guide books with them when they 
were travelling on holiday. But now, a combination of location apps on 
phones, information via Twitter and travel blogs has made them 
unnecessary. Information via these sources is more up to date and is 
often more useful because it is based on people’s personal experience.

2 Link the pairs of sentences using a cause or result word or phrase.
1 Children are learning to use computers at school.

Many young people are better at computers than their parents.
2 Many people have a password to open programs on their computers. 

They don’t want other people to see their data.
3 Receiving spam can cause problems.

People install anti-spam programs.
4 Most businesses want their employees to be able to use computers.

There has been an increase in the number of computer courses available.
5 Computer chips are smaller and more powerful than ever before. 

Computers can be smaller but faster.

3 Match note-making symbols 1-12 with meanings a-1.

1 □ a and
2 □  •• b greater than
3 □  = c falling/decreasing/dropping
4 □  * d therefore/so
5 □ e about/circa/c.
6 □  > f uncertain/not sure
7 □ < g does not equal/is not the same as
8 □  = h equals/is the same as
9 □  T i less than

10 □  1 j leads to/implies
11 □  & k because/as/since
12 □  ? 1 rising/increasing/growing
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9 Inventions, discoveries, and rocesses

READING How things work
1 Work with a partner. Read the sentences describing the benefits of five 

inventions. What inventions do they refer to?
1 The sound quality is good and you can move freely as you speak.
2 Connect to the Internet without plugging it into a phone line.
3 You don’t have to get out of the car - just press a button and drive in.
4 You can listen for the baby crying from a different room.
5 Use this to download music and take it with you wherever you go.

2 What makes the inventions work? Skim the title and 
paragraph 1 of the text on page 53 to check. Were you right?

3 Read paragraph 2 of the text.
Answer the questions.

STUDY SK ILL Intensive reading

READING SKILLS Intensive reading 
WRITING SKILLS The passive voice 
RESEARCH Using indexes

Linking ideas (4) 
Clarifying a sequence Writing a description of a process

Students often read intensively in order to make notes, or fully understand what they
are reading.

To focus on the detail of what you are reading:
■ ask yourself why you are reading and what you need from your reading. Skim the text 

including the title and any diagrams or tables, to get an overview.
a read the material from beginning to end. Circle words and phrases you don’t know, but 

don’t stop reading to look them up.
m read the material more slowly and underline/highlight the main ideas. Then make notes 

(see Study Skill p34) - if the text is very difficult, read it two or three more times before 
making notes.

■ go back to the new vocabulary you circled. If necessary, look up the words in a 
dictionary. Record them appropriately (see Study Skill p8).

1 What makes the ‘voice waves’ stronger?
2 What sends out the ‘radio waves’?
3 What picks up the ‘radio waves’?
4 What are the ‘radio waves’ turned back into at first?

4 Find the words in the box in paragraph 2 and underline them. If necessary, 
check the meanings in a dictionary.

amplifier (x2) headphones large aerials
radio waves (x2) receiving aerials voice waves (x2)

5 Look at the diagram in the text. What does it show?

6 Read the text again. Label the diagram using the words from exercise 4. 
Compare your labelled diagram with a partners.
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The old-fashioned secret behind modem technology

£§ Have you heard of Guglielmo Marconi? He is said to have invented radio at the end of the nineteenth 
century. Until television became widespread, radio was one of the basic means of communication and 
entertainment. The simple transistor radio may seem a little old-fashioned in these days of mobile phones, 
laptop computers, and iPods. However, radio waves, which are invisible and undetectable to humans, have 
changed the world completely. When you use a mobile or cordless phone, a wireless network for your 
laptop, or switch TV channels by remote control, you are using radio waves.

H  So, how does it work? Let’s take a radio programme as an example. Firstly, in the studio the voices and 
music are turned into electronic signals, called ‘voice waves’. Next, they are made stronger by passing them 
through an amplifier. These stronger waves are called ‘carrier waves’ and they are passed to large aerials. 
Then the aerials send out these waves, which are now called ‘radio waves’. These are subsequently picked 
up by a receiving aerial, in this case, the one on your radio. After this, the radio waves go through a reverse 
process. They are first turned back into voice waves, then passed through another amplifier, and finally 
sent out through speakers or headphones. The result is your favourite music or the latest news!

7 Look again at
paragraph 2 of the text and 
underline eight sequencing words 
or expressions.

STUDY SKILL Linking ideas (4)

Sequencing words are used to link steps in a description of a process.

Some examples are:
■ Firstly, ... Secondly, ... etc.
■ Then... Next,... After that,... Subsequently,. 
m Finally, ... Lastly, ...

. etc.
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WRITING How things are made
1 >Y>1 < H ■  Complete the sentences using the verb in brackets in the

correct form of the passive.

STUDY SK ILL The passive voice

When describing a process or a scientific expe
To do this, you can use the passive voice.
The Present Simple Passive is often used in 
descriptions of processes:
is/are + past participle
Voices are turned into voice waves.

riment, it is important to write in a neutral style, as an observer.

The Past Simple Passive is often used to talk about 
inventions and discoveries:
was/were + past participle
Radio was invented by Guglielmo Marconi.

1 The telephone________________ (invent) by Alexander Graham Bell.

2 A man________________ (send) into space for the first time in 1961.

3 X-rays________________ (discover) by William Roentgen.

4 Penicillin_______________ first________________ (manufacture) in the 1940s.

5 Paper________________ (make) from trees.

6 A lot of paper__________ _ (recycle) these days.

7 Water and fats________________ (use) to make soap.

8 Glass________________ (make) from silica and limestone.

2 Read about the glass-making process. Complete the text with
the verbs in brackets in the passive.

Glass was probably first made by the Egyptians about 5,000 years
ago. I t 1____________(make) from silica, which comes from sand,
limestone, and soda ash. Firstly, old glass 2____________(add) to
the silica. Then, the silica and the old glass 3____________(mix) in
a machine. Next, this mixture 4______________ (melt) in a
furnace. Finally, the mixture 5____________(press) into shapes
such as light bulbs.

3 Read the notes about the soap-making process. Expand them into full 
sentences using the verbs in brackets in the passive.

1 hot water & oil/fat (mix together) Hot water and oil and fat are mixed together.
2 mixture (distil)
3 alkali & perfume (add, mix well)
4 mixture (roll, dry, compress)
5 soap (cut, wrap, pack)

Writing a description of a process
4 femTiwiliMIMhil Write your sentences about the 

soap-making process into a paragraph. Use linking words 
from the box.

Firstly, Next, Then After that, Finally,

STUDY SKILL Clarifying a sequence

To describe a process clearly:
b divide the process into steps.
■ make notes on each step.
m expand your notes into full sentences using the passive form. 
b mark each step by using sequencing words.
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RESEARCH Reference books
1 You want to find information from a

reference book on subjects 1-12. Highlight or underline 
the word or category word. Compare answers with a partner.
1 Daniel Defoe
2 the Eiffel Tower
3 the South American country, Ecuador
4 deoxyribose nucleic acid
5 the Earth’s atmosphere
6 the Sahara Desert
7 the Dead Sea
8 total eclipses of the sun
9 extinct animals, such as dinosaurs and dodos

10 how the diesel engine works
11 how long the river Danube is
12 Durban, South Africa

STUDY SK ILL Using indexes

To use an index in a reference book:
■ decide which is the keyword and look for that, e.g. the 

River Danube (Danube), or what category the word might 
be in, e.g. Gobi Desert (Desert) and search for that.

■ scan alphabetically.
If you can’t find the reference, search again using another 
word in the phrase or title.

b the telephone

Look at the encyclopaedia index on page 56. Quickly find the page number 
for the information in exercise 1. Time yourself. Check your list and compare 
your time with a partner.

Where in the index would you add words 1-8?
1 Ecology between Eclipse and Economics 5 Diet
2 Dynamite 6 Egg
3 Drum 7 Dragon
4 Dominica 8 Elephant

a the television

4

5

Look at the inventions a-h. Where necessary, underline the key word. When 
were they invented? Use a reference book or search engine to find out (see 
Study Skill p42).

Which two inventions are the most 
important and why?
Discuss with a partner.
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Index 37

D d
Damascus, Syria 190, 321 
Dance 191 

ballet 
ceremonial 

Danube, river 192 
Dar es Salaam, Tanzania 193 
Dead Sea 195 
Deafness 195 
Decimal system 197 
Deer 198
Defoe, Daniel (writer) 198 
Degas, Edgar (painter) 199 
De Gaulle, Charles 
(politician) 200 
Denmark 203 
Dentistry 204 
Deoxyribose Nucleic Acid 
(see DNA)
Deserts 205 
Detergents 207 
Detroit, USA 
Diabetes 207 
Diam onds 208 
Dickens, Charles (writer) 209 

David Copperfield 
Great Expectations 
Oliver Twist 
The Pickwick Papers 

Dictionary 215 
Digestion 219 
Dinka 220 
Dinosaur 221 
Discrim ination 223 
Disease 224 

antibiotics 
com m on cold 
drugs 
influenza 
vaccines 

Dishwasher228 
Disneyland 228 
Distillation 228 
Diving 229 
Dizziness 229 
DNA 230 
Dodo 231 
Dog 232 
D olphin 234 
Dome 235
D om inican Republic 236 
Donkey 237 
Doric capital 237

Double bass 238 
Dragonfly 241 
Dream 241 
Drilling 242 
Dromedary camel 243 
Drug 243 
Dubai 245
Dublin, Republic of Ireland 245 
Duck 246
Duck-billed platypus 247 
Dumas, Alexandre (writer) 248 

The Three Musketeers 
Dundee, Scotland 249 
Dung beetle 249 
Durban, South Africa 250 
Dye 250 
Dynamo 250

Ee
Eagle 252 
Ear 253 
Earth 255 

atm osphere 
climate
continental shelf 
longitude and latitude 
ozone layer 

Earthquake 258 
Echo 260 
Eclipse 260 
Economics 261 
Ecuador 262
Edison, Thomas (scientist) 263 
Egypt 264 
Egypt, ancient 265 

architecture 
art
engineering 
hieroglyphics 
Nile, river 
Pharaoh 
pyram id 
Tutankham en 

Eiffel Tower 272 
Einstein, Albert (scientist) 272 
Engines 291 

diesel
internal com bustion 
petrol
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REVIEW Word-building (3)
Review the text on page 53 to complete the 

compound nouns.

1  radio

2  

3  

4 voice.

5  

. computer 

waves

________programme

Match the nouns to form compound nouns. There may 
be more than one possible combination. Use a dictionary to 
find out how to write them.

STUDY SKILL Compound nouns

A compound noun can be formed by putting two nouns 
together. Sometimes these are written:
■ as two words, e.g. radio waves 
m as one word, e.g. microwave 
m with a hyphen, e.g. data-processing 
Use a dictionary to check how to write them.

1 ~  information a dish
2 Q dvd b laboratory
3 ED answer c machine
4 ¡P i fax d phone
5 HH word e player
6 Z\ computer f processor
7 i satellite 8 technology
8 ; Q  physics h virus

3 Complete the sentences. Use a compound
adjective from the box.

hard-working poorly-written
long-term small-scale
self-motivated high-speed
well-written remote-controlled
highly-qualified voice-powered

STUDY SKILL Compound adjectives

A compound adjective can be made with:
■ a noun + adjective, e.g. computer literate
■ an adjective + present/past participle, e.g. easy-going 
m an adverb + present/past participle, e.g. well-known 
w an adjective + noun, e.g. blue-eyed
Use a dictionary to check how to write them.

1 The new professor is a . biochemist.

2 Many devices around the house, such as televisions and CD players, 
a re__________ .

3 Soon many home devices will u se__________ technology, so you can tell
them what to do!

4 Most science students do som e__________ research at university.

5  essays often get a few more marks th a n ___________ ones.

_______trains as part of their public6 Many countries are developing_______
transport infrastructure.

7 Although most medicines do a lot of good, some have__________
side-effects.

8 Interviewers often look for students who a re__________ as well as

4 Use your dictionary. Find other compound adjectives which begin self-, 
highly-, w ell-.

Oxford
STU D EN T’S
D ictionary
for learners using English 
to study other subjects
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10 Travel and tourism

READING international tourism
1 Work with a partner. Discuss the questions.

1 When do most visitors come to your country?
2 Where do most visitors to your country come from?
3 What is the most popular destination for visitors?
4 Where do you go for your holidays?

2 Skim the graph, bar chart, and text on page 59. Are the sentences true (T) 
or false (F)? Correct the false sentences.
1 Paragraph 1 of the text describes the bar chart.
2 Paragraph 2 of the text talks about tourist destinations.
3 The graph shows the number of international tourists in 2009.
4 The bar chart shows the top twelve tourist destinations in the world.
5 Both diagrams show numbers in millions.

3 Complete the text International Tourism using information from the graph 
and chart. Read  S TU D Y  SKILL

STUDY SKILL Interpreting data

Many scientific and academic texts contain statistics. These are often 
illustrated in graphs or charts.

Referring to graphs and charts while you are reading will help you to 
understand the text, and interpret the statistical data better.
■ Skim the titles of the text and graphs and charts to get a general idea.
■ Read the description of the horizontal and vertical data. 
b  Look at the graph or bar chart. Ask yourself questions:

What is the general picture or trend?
Are there any unexpected points? 

s As you read the text, refer to the appropriate part of the diagram. 
Compare the information in the text with the information in the graphs 
and charts.

Discuss the questions with a partner.
1 Have you been to any of these ten places?
2 Which country or countries would you like to visit?

READING SKILLS Interpreting data
W RIT ING  SKILLS Illustrating data • Describing a graph or chart • Writing about data 
VOCABULARY DEVELOPMENT Avoiding repetition (3)
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International tourism
Number of International Tourists 2009

Tourist Destinations 2009
80

France
Country

USA Spain China Italy UK Turkey Germany Malaysia Mexico

H  This graph shows the number of international 

At the start of the year, there were approximately 2_

_, in millions, from January to December 2009. 

international tourists. This number rose by 50% in
3______________to about 30 million. The number remained stable until March. Then it grew steadily to 40 million by April and
this increase continued to the beginning of May. Between the beginning of May and the beginning of June, there was only a very
slight increase, and then a dramatic rise in July and4______________, reaching a peak o f5_______________ tourists around the
world. Then in September it dropped suddenly to about 100 million, followed by a steady fall to the lowest point in
6______________. At the end of the year the number of tourists rose steadily to around 40 million.

Overall, the graph shows that the most popular period for international holidays is July and7_______________ . The least popular
time is8_______________and the beginning of the year, but there is a slight increase in9_______________ .

Q  The bar chart shows the top ten most popular international tourist destinations in 2009. The favourite holiday
destination was10______________, which about 74 million people visited in 2009. There was a drop of about 20 million to the
second most liked holiday spot, the USA, with about 55 million visitors. In11_______________ place was Spain, with around 52

Italy, and the UK. There were fewer visitors to Turkey and
____ million to each country. The ninth

and 24 million tourists each.

million tourists a year. This was followed by12__________
13______________, in seventh and eighth place respectively; only about14
and tenth places were taken by Malaysia and Mexico. They received between15
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Varying vocabulary (2)
Write the words from the box in the table.

fall drop rise remain steady increase decrease 
fluctuate remain stable grow

go up f go down | go up and down stay the same --- ►

2 i w f f i m a a n «  Answer the questions. Use a dictionary to check the answers.
1 Which words are both verbs and nouns?
2 Which verbs are regular?

Look back at the text on page 59 to complete the table with phrases.

STUDY SK ILL Avoiding repetition (3)

adjectives + nouns verbs + adverbs

a steady growth
increased slightly
rose dramatically

a sudden drop
fell steadily

The language used to describe graphs can be 
repetitive. To avoid this, use:
■ synonyms, e.g. increase = rise 
m adjectives + nouns, e.g. slight increase 
u verbs + adverbs, e.g. increased slightly

Match an expression from exercise 3 with the graphs.

t//
J

1 __________________  2 __________________  3

" A

4 __________________  5

Complete the expressions with adjectives from exercise 3.

1 A _______________ rise (or fall) is both large and fast.

2 A _______________ growth (or drop) is small, slow, and regular.

3 A _______________ increase (or decrease) is small.

4 A _______________ drop (or rise) is fast and unexpected.
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WRITING Graphs and bar charts
1 QppQ̂ pr SUBOH Work with a partner.

Decide which way of illustrating data
would be best for:
• showing the number of university students 

in a country from 2000 to 2010.
• showing the difference in the number of 

men at university and the number of 
women at university in 2006, 2008, and 2010.

2 Look at the bar chart. Complete the text 
using the words in the box.

fewer largest more same 
smallest than

This bar chart shows the percentage of French, Russian, 
and Japanese tourists visiting my country.

In 1995 the1_____________ percentage, 15%, of foreign
visitors came from Russia. There were 5%2_____________
visitors from France and the3_____________ group (5%)
were from Japan. This changed significantly in 2000,
when there were4_____________ French visitors (12%)
5  Russians. Then, in 2005 there was a huge
increase in the number of Japanese tourists, who formed 
the largest group (14%). The percentage of Russian and 
French visitors was the6 ________ , at 12%.

Overall, the percentage of French and Japanese visitors 
increased between 1995 and 2005, whereas the percentage 
of Russian tourists fell.

3 Look at the graph and complete the text with a suitable noun, adjective, verb, 
adverb, or preposition.

This graph shows the number of students at university
1_____________2000 and 2005.

In 2000 there were about 10,000 people studying at
university. There was a slight2_____________in 2001 to
about 8,000. This was followed by a dramatic
3_____________to 22,000 4_____________ 2002. After this,
the number5_____________6________ _ _  at around
23,000 people for two years. Then, the number
7_____________8_____________ to approximately 32,000
by 2005.

Overall, the number of students continued to rise between 
2000 and 2005, apart from a slight fall in 2001.
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STUDY SKILL Illustrating data

Graphs and bar charts are used to show 
different ways of illustrating data.

Graphs are often used to show change 
over a period of time.
a use prepositions of time: 

in 2005, at the beginning, 
between May and June

Bar charts are often used to make 
comparisons.
a use comparatives: fewer 

visitors, and superlatives, e.g. 
the most popular

Use adjective + noun and verb + adverb 
to describe graphs and bar charts.

yMm
«

--1------ 1------1—
2005

Year

2005
Year



Draw a graph or a bar chart to illustrate the data in a and b. Write a 
description for each set of data and give the descriptions titles. Write about 
120 words for each.

a The amount of time needed for an average worker to earn the money 
to buy 1 kilo of rice.

1900 75 minutes
1920 60 minutes
1940 35 minutes
1960 20 minutes
1980 12 minutes
2000 15 minutes

b The number of speakers of the major languages of the world.

1 Mandarin Chinese 845,000,000
2 Hindi 366,000,000
3 Spanish 329,000,000
4 English 328,000,000
5 Arabic 221,000,000
6 Bengali 181,000,000
7 Portuguese 178,000,000
8 Russian 144,000,000

Writing about data
5 Use the Internet or reference books to research one of the topics

• the number of tourists to your country in the last three to five years.
• the number of men and women in your country in three different years.

Draw a graph or chart to show the data, and write a description.

(7.9%)

(7 . 5%)

(2 6 . 1%) HJ

(6 . 6%)

(35 .2%)

(5 .8%)

5.0% ---------------

5.1% --------------

5 .3 % ------------ -

10.3%

74.3%

-9 0

R ead  S TU D Y  SKILL
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REVIEW
1 Read the description of a graph. Replace the words in bold with synonyms 

from the unit.

The graph shows the average cost of a one-week holiday for a family of four people from 1995 until 2005.

In 1995 the average cost of a holiday was $500. This increased dramatically in 1996 to $700 and then 
remained stable for the next year. However, in 1998 there was a slight drop to about $650. This was followed 
by a steady rise over the next two years to $800 by 2000. Between 2000 and 2003, the price rose 
dramatically again to $1,500. It remained steady at this level in 2004 and then there was an 
increase to a peak of $1,750 in 2005.

Overall, the graph shows that there has been a continual increase in the price of family holidays 
except for a slight fall in 1998.

2 Write a paragraph describing the graph.

Hotels on Rock Island

Year

3 Use the Internet or reference books to find out in which country/countries 
the languages are spoken.

Languages Country/Countries

Mandarin Chinese China
Hindi
Spanish
English
Arabic
Bengali
Portuguese
Russian
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WORD LIST

Here is a list of most of the
new words in the units of
Headway Academic Skills
Level 2 Student’s Book.
adj = adjective
adv = adverb
conj = conjunction
« = noun
pi = plural
prep = preposition
US = American English
v = verb

Unit!
abroad adv /a'bro:d/  
academ ic year n /.æ kadem ik  

'j ia (r )/  
accept v  /ak 'sept/ 
access n /'ækses/ 
accom m odation  «  /a .k rana 'de ijn /  
account nu m b er n /a 'kaunt 

,nAmba(r)/ 
advice  «  /ad 'va is/  
app lication  n / .æ p li'k e ijn /  
app lication  fo rm  «  / .æ p li 'k e ijn

applied  b io ch em is try  «  /a .p la id  
,b a iao 'k em istr i/  

app ly  fo r v h ' p la i ,fo : (r ) ,  fa (r )/  
a rr iva l «  /a 'ra iv l/  
artic le  ( in  a new spaper etc.) «

/ 'a : tiki/ 
associated w ords n pi 

/a 'sau s ie it id  ,w3:dz/ 
attitude n /'æ titju :d / 
availab le adj /a 've ilab l/  

bank statem ent «  /'bsegk 
.s te itm ant/  

basketball n /'ba:skitbo:l/ 
b iog raphy «  /bai'D grafi/  
b irth  certifica te  «  /'b3:0 

sa .t if ik a t/  
b lo ck  capitals n pi /.btok 'kæ p itlz/  
boxes (o n  a fo rm ) n pi /'bD ksiz/ 
b ra insto rm  v / 'b re insto :m /  
business «  /'b iznas/ 
certifica te  n /sa 'tif ika t/ 
co m m ence  v  /ka'm ens/ 
com plete v /kam 'p li:t/  
concentrate v /'konsan treit/ 
cred it card  «  / 'k red it ,ka:d/ 
date of b irth  «  /,deit a v  'b3:0/ 
d efin itio n  «  / .d e fi'n ijn /  
delete as appropria te  v /d i,li:t az 

a 'p raup ria t/  
departure n /di ' p a  : tf a(r)/  
details « p i  / 'd i:te ilz/

d ic t io n a ry  e n try  n / 'd ik fn r i 
,entri/

docum en t « / 'dD kjam ant/  
d riv in g  licence «  /' d ra iv ir ) 

.laisans/  
d ura tio n  n /d ju 're ijn /  

effective adj / I'fe k tiv /  
e ffic ien t adj A 'fi/n t/ 
en joym en t n / in 'd jo im sn t/  
essential adj /i 'sen jl/ 
exp iry  date n / ik 'sp a is r i , deit/ 
extensive read ing  n / ik .s te n s iv  

'ri:d ir|/  

fem ale adj /'firm ed/  
file  (o n  a com puter) n /fail/ 
f in a l exams n pi / ,fa in l ig 'zaem z/ 
fo r fu tu re  reference /fa ,f j u t f s  

'refrsns/ 
fo rm  n /fo:m / 

grades n /greidz/ 

ha ll o f  residence n /,ho:l a v  
'rezidans/ 

handou t n /'haendaut/ 
he lp fu l adj /'helpfl/ 
h igh ligh t v  / 'ha ila it/  
h o m e w o rk  n /'h3um w 3:k/  
host fam ily  n /,hsust 'faemali/

ID n /,ai 'di:/ 
identify v /a i'den tifai/ 
im portant adj /im 'po :tsn t/ 
improve v /im 'pru:v/ 
indexes n pi /'indeksiz ,'ind is i:z / 
informal letter n /in,fo:ml 

'lets(r)/ 
information n /.m fs 'm eijn / 
ink n /irjk/ 
instead adv /in 'sted / 
instruction manuals n pi 

/in'strAkJn ,ma3n ju3lz/ 
intensive reading n /in ,tensiv  

'ri:dig/ 
issue date n / 'iju : ,deit/ 
journal n /'c^3:nl/ 
keep a record of v /,ki:p a 'reko:d 

av/
keybo ard  n / 'k i:bo:d/  

literatu re  n / 'litra tfa (r)/  
loo k ing  fo rw ard  to v  /'lukirj 

,fo :w a d  ts /  
m a in  points n pi / 'm ein  .points/ 
m ake the best o f v  / ,m e ik  ds 

'b est av/ 
m ake notes v /,m eik , 'nauts/ 
m ale  adj /meil/
marital status n / 'm s r i tl  .steitas/ 
Masters Degree « /'m a:staz  

di.gri:/ 
mention v /'m enjn/ 
method n /'meGad/ 
middle name n /'m idi ,neim/ 
mixture n /'m ikstfa(r)/

Miss /mis/
mobile telephone n /.maubail 

'telifaun/
Mr /'m ista(r)/
Mrs /'m isiz/
Ms /maz/
MSc n /,em es 'si:/ 
nationality« /.nseja'nselati/ 
note v /naut/ 
notebook n /'nautbuk/ 
novels n pi /'nDvlz/ 

offer n /'Dfa(r)/ 
official adj /a 'f ijl/ 
of interest adj /av 'in trast/ 
particular adj /pa 'tik jala(r)/ 
particularly adv /pa 'tikjalali/ 
passport n /'pa:spo :t/ 
plays n pi /pleiz/ 
pleasure n /'p le3a(r)/ 
poetry n /'pauatri/ 
postcode n /'paostkaod/ 
prepare (for) v /pri'pea ,fo:(r), 

fa(r)/ 
print v /print/ 
process n /'p rauses/ 
pronunciation n /pra,nAnsi'eiJn/ 
punctuation n /,pAgktfu'eiJn/ 
purely adv /'pjuali/ 
reading materials n pi /'ri:dir| 

m a,tiarialz/ 
reason n /'ri:zn/ 
record (vocabulary) v /ri'ko:d/ 
relevant adj /'relavant/ 
rented adj /'ren tid / 
reports n pi /ri'po:ts/ 
required adj /ri'kw aiad/ 
research n /ri's3:tf, 'ri:S3:tf/ 
results « p i /ri'zAlts/ 
ring v /rir)/ 
scan v /skasn/ 
scanning « /'skasnir)/ 
scientific adj /,saian 'tifik / 
search engine finds « pi /'s3:tf 

.endjin ,faindz/ 
set text « /.set 'tekst/ 
shared house « /J e a d  'haus/ 
single adj /'sirjgl/ 
skim v /skim/
skim reading n /'skim  ,ri:ilnj/ 
soon adv /su:n/ 
special diet « /,spejl 'daiat/ 
specify v /'spesifai/ 
speed n /spi:d/ 
spellchecker « /'speltfeka(r)/ 
spelling « /'spelir)/ 
sports centre n /'spo:ts ,senta(r)/ 
statistic « /s ta 'tis tik / 
stress « /stres/ 
stressed syllables « pi /.s trest 

'silablz/ 
stress mark n / 's tres ,ma:k/ 
stress pattern n / 's tres .pastn/

study n, v /'stAdi/ 
sum m arize v  /'sAinaraiz/  
sw im m in g  poo l «  / 'sw im irj ,pu:l/ 

take yo u r tim e v / ,te ik  jo : 'ta im /  
tech no log y  «  /tek'nDlac^i/  
te lephone nu m b er «  / 'te lifau n  

,nAm ba(r)/  
textbooks « p i  / 'tekstbuks/  
tim etab le  «  / 'ta im te ib l/  
tim e you rse lf v / 'ta im  ja ,se lf/  
title  (p erson ) n / 'ta itl/  
tou rism  « / 'tuèrizm /  
translation «  / træ n s 'le ijn /  
transpo rt «  /'træ nspo:t/  
type «  /taip/

u n iv e rs ity «  /,ju :n i'v3:sati/ 
vegetarian  adj 7,vecfei'tearian/  
v o c a b u la ry «  / va u 'k æ b jatari/ 

w h ereve r adv /w e a r 'e va (r )/  
wireless connections n pi / 

.w a ia tas  k a 'n e k jn z /  
w ish  v  /w ij-/
w o rd  card  n /'w 3 :d  ,ka:d/

Unit 2
aeroplane « /'earaplein/
Africa « /'asfrika/
Algeria « /ael'c^iaria/ 
although conj /od'dau/ 
amazing adj /a'meizirj/ 
Amazon « /'aemazan/ 
ancient adj / 'em jn t/ 
antonyms « pi /'® ntam m z/ 
apartment block n /a 'pa:tm ant 

,blt>k/
Arab adj I'se.rab/
Arabic « /'aerabik/
Asia « /'e 13a/
Atlantic Ocean « /a t,ten tik  

'aujn/
attractions « pi /a'traekfnz/ 
Australia n /D 'streilia/ 
beaches « p i /'bi:tfiz/ 
border n, v /'bo:da(r)/ 
business « /'b iznas/ 
capital n /'kaepitl/ 
castle « /'kd:sl/ 
century n /'sentfari/ 
city-state « /'s iti .steit/ 
climb v /klaim/ 
co a l« /kaul/ 
coastline n /'kaustlain/ 
continents « pi /'knn tinan ts/ 
cottage « /'kDticfe/ 
create v /k ri'e it/ 
creation « /k ri'e ijn / 
depend on v /di'pend ,Dn/ 
d ese rt« /'dezat/ 
destination n /.desti'n e ijn / 
develop v /di'velap/
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diagram « /'daiagrasm/ 
differences n p i  /'d ifransiz/ 
discard v /d is'ka:d / 
east n, ad j, a d v  /i:st/ 
econom y« /I'konami/
Eiffel Tower n  /'a ifl 'taua(r) 
Equator n /i'kw eita(r)/
Euro Disney « /'ju a ra  'dizni/ 
Europe « /'juarap/ 
fabulous adj /'faebjalas/ 
famous adj /'feim as/ 
farming « /'fa:nnr)/
France « /fra:ns/ 
fresh water n  I ,fre j 'wo:ta(r)/ 
frontier « /'frAntia(r)/ 
gas « /gass/
geography « /c^i'Dgrsfi/ 
govern v /'gAvn/ 
historic adj /hi'stDrik/ 
history « /'h istri/ 
however conj /hau'eva(r)/ 
include v /in 'klu:d/ 
including prep  /in'klu:dirj/ 
independent a dj /.indi'pendant/ 
industries n p i  /'indastriz/
Irish Sea « /,a ir ij  ‘si:/ 
island n /'ailand/ 
kingdom n /'kirjdam/ 
km n I ,kei 'em/ 
lake « /leik/ 
logically a d v  /'locfeikli/ 
loud a d v  /laud/
Louvre n /lu:vra/
Malay n  /m a'lei/
M andarin « /'mEendann/ 
man-made a dj /,m $n 'meid/ 
manufacturing n 

/,ma;nja'faektfanr|/ 
Mediterranean Sea « 

/.m edita.reinian 'si:/ 
mining « V'maimr)/ 
modern a dj /'mDdn/
Morocco « /ma'rDkau/ 
mountain « /'m auntan/ 
mountain ranges n p l  /'m auntan 

,reind^iz/
Mount Everest « /.m aunt 

'evarist/ 
museum n /m ju:'zi:am / 
national assembly « /.naejnal 

a'sembli/ 
natural resources « p i  /,na2tfral 

ri'zo :siz/
Nile n /nail/ 
noisy adj /'noizi/ 
north n, adj, adv  /no:9/ 
northern adj /'no:5on/
North Pole « /,no:0 'paul/ 
ocean n /'au jn / 
official language « /a ,fijl 

'teggwic^/ 
oil « /oil/
polluted ad; /pa 'lu :tid / 
pond « /pond/ 
popular adj /'pDpjala(r)/ 
rainforests n  p i  /'reinfD rists/

relax v /ri'laeks/ 
republic « /ri'pAbhk/ 
revolution « /reva'lu:Jn/ 
rule v /ru:l/
Sahara n  /sa 'hd:ra/
scale « /skeil/
seashore « /'si:Jo(r)/
similarities « jj/ /.sima'lasratiz/
Singapore« /,sirja'p3 :(r)/
skiing « /ski:in
skyscraper « /'skaiskreipa(r)/
south n, adj, a d v  /sau0/
South America n /,sau0 

a'm erika/ 
south-east adj /,sau0 'i:st/ 
South Pole « /,sau0 'paul/ 
space rocket « /'speis .rnk it/ 
synonyms « p i  /'sinanim z/ 
Tamil « /'taeml/ 
topic areas « p i  /'tDpik ,eariaz/ 
tourism « /'tuarizm / 
to u ris t« /'tu a ris t/ 
traditional adj /tra 'd ijan l/ 
United Kingdom n /ja .na itid  

'kirjdam/ 
unpolluted a dj /,Anpa'lu:tid/ 
Wales n /weilz/
Welsh « /w elj/ 
west n, adj, a d v  /w est/ 
western adj /'w estan/ 
wild a dj /waild/ 
world-famous adj /,w3:ld 

'feim as/ 
zoo « /zu:/

Unit 3
airline « / 'ea la in / 
apologize v /a'pDlacfeaiz/ 
appropriate a dj /a 'p ra u p ria t/ 
at the  top o f his voice /a t da  ,tDp 

av  h iz  ' vois/
A ustralian adj /D 'streilian/ 
baggage « /'basgid;/ 
baggage hand ler « /'basgicfc;

,h $ n d la (r)/  
baggage tru ck  «  /'baegic^ ,trA k/  
b a llo o n  « /ba'lu:n/  
bang v  /beer)/ 
boss «  /bDs/ 
briefcase n / 'b ri:fke is/  
businessm an «  /'b iznasm an/  
business peop le  «  pi /'b iznas  

,pi:pl/ 
businessw om an n 

/ 'b iznasw um an/  

capta in  n /'kasptin/ 
case «  /keis/ 
catch v  /ka;tf/ 
ce iling  «  /'si:lirj/ 
com m erce  «  /'kDm3:s/ 
com prehension  «  

/.kDmpri'henJn/ 
conference «  /'krm farans/  
conference centre «  / 'kD nfarans  

,sen ta (r)/

con ten t« /'krm tent/ 
corridor « /'kDrido:(r)/ 
cowboy boots n p i  /'kauboi 

,bu:ts/ 
customs n p i  /'kAstamz/ 
die v /dai/
direct a dj /da 'rek t, di-, dai-/ 
discover v /di'skAva(r)/ 
encourage v /in'kArid;/ 
events n p l  /i'ven ts/ 
examine v /ig'zaemin/ 
exhausting adj /ig ‘zo:stir)/ 
expect v /ik 'spek t/ 
expected a dj /ik 'spek tid / 
experienced adj /ik 'sp iarianst/ 
explain v /ik 'splein/ 
fall asleep v  /,fo:l a'sli:p/ 
first-class a dj /'f3 :st (kla:s/ 
fligh t« /flait/ 
flight attendant « /'flait 

a .tendant/ 
focus on v /'faukas ,Dn/ 
fortunately a d v  /'fo:tfanatli/ 
freezing a dj / ‘fri:zir)/
French adj /frentf/ 
frightened adj /'fra itnd / 
fruitful adj /'fru :tfl/ 
go through (his notes) v /'gau 

,0ru:/ 
greet v  /gri:t/ 
guess n /ges/ 
hall « /ho:l/ 
headline « /'hedlain/ 
hold « /hauld/ 
horrified a dj /'hDrifaid/ 
horror « /'hDra(r)/ 
hugely a d v  /'hju:c^li/ 
hurt adj /h3:t/ 
identify v /a i'den tifai/ 
illegal a dj /i'li:gl/ 
illegible adj A'lecfeabl/ 
illogical adj /I 'tadjikl/ 
immature adj /,ima'tfua(r)/ 
immediately a d v  /i'm i:diatli/ 
immigration control « / 

,im i,greijh  kan 'traul/ 
immobile adj /i'm aubail/ 
impatient adj /im 'peijn t/ 
impersonal adj /im 'p3:sanl/ 
impossible adj /im'pDsabl/ 
inappropriate adj /ina 'praupriat/ 
increased adj /'ir)kri:st/ 
indirect adj /^nda 'rek t. ,indi-, 

,indai-/ 
inexperienced adj 

/,in ik 'sp iarianst/ 
in fact /,in 'faekt/ 
inform v /m 'fo:m / 
irrelevant adj /1 'relevant/ 
irresponsible adj /,iri'spDnsabl/ 
jeans n p l  /cfei:nz/ 
joke v /¿53uk/ 
kangaroo « /.kffirjga'ru:/ 
large adj /1q:(^/ 
legal adj /'li:gl/ 
legible adj /'lec^abl/
Libyan adj /'libian/

linking words « pi /'lirjkir)
,W 3 :d z/  

load v  /laud/ 
logical adj /'lndjikl/ 
look up v  /'luk ,Ap/ 
luckily a d v  /'U kali/ 
lucky a dj /'U ki/ 
make sense v /,m eik 'sens/ 
managing director « /.masnacfeirj 

da 'rek ta(r), di-, dai-/ 
mature adj /m a'tfua(r)/ 
maximum adj /'m ajksimam /
MD « /,em 'di:/ 
meeting « /'m i:tir|/
Middle East n /,midl 'i:st/ 
m inim um  adj /'m inim am / 
mistake v  /m i'steik / 
mistaken identity « /m i,steikn 

a i'den tati/ 
mobile adj /'m aubail/ 
mom ent n /'m aum ant/ 
moon « /mu:n/ 
negative adj /'negativ / 
newspaper article « /'n ju :speipar 

,a:tik l/
nod (your head) v /,nDd (jo:

'hed)/ 
notice v /'nau tis/ 
on the job ad v  /,D n  da 'c%Db/ 
on time a d v  /,nn 'taim / 
organizer n I'o:ganaiza(r)/ 
overjoyed adj /^uva 'd jo id / 
panic v / 'p sm k / 
part-tim e adj / 'p a :t ,taim/ 
passenger « /'pffisinc^a(r)/ 
patient adj / 'p e ijn t/ 
petrified adj /'pe trifa id / 
pick (him) up v /,pik ... '\p l  
p ilo t« /'pailat/ 
place v /pleis/ 
plan v /p ten / 
positive adj /'pDzativ/ 
possibilities « /.pDsa'bilatiz/ 
possible adj /'pDsabl/ 
predict v /pra 'd ik t/ 
prefix « /'pri:fiks/ 
prepared to adj /pri'pead ta/ 
presentations « pi /.prezan 'teijnz/ 
private adj /'p ra ivat/ 
promise v /'prom is/ 
public adj /'pAblik/ 
pump v /pAmp/ 
punctuate v /'pAr)ktfueit/ 
put right v /,put 'ra it/ 
regular adj /'regjala(r)/ 
relations n p l  /r i'le ijnz / 
relatives n p l  /'re la tivz/ 
relevant adj /'relevant/ 
relief« /ri'li:f/ 
reply v /ri'p lai/ 
reporters « p i /ri'po:taz/ 
responsible adj /ri'spDnsabl/ 
re s t« /rest/
return ticket n /ri't3 :n  ,tik it/ 
rush v /rAj/
Scottish adj /'skDti// 
sem inar«  /'sem ina:(r)/
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shift n /J ift/ 
sign n /sain/ 
situation n /.sitfu 'eijn / 
smartly-dressed adj /,sm a:tli 

'd rest/
smartly-suited adj /'sm a:tli 

,su:tid/ 
solve v  /sdIv/ 
speech n /spi:tf/ 
speed v  /spi:d/ 
spread v /spred/ 
stare v /stea(r)/ 
stayn  /stei/ 
stowaway n /'stauaw ei/ 
successful adj /sak 'sesfl/ 
suitcases n p l  /'su :tkeisiz/ 
survive v /sa 'vaiv/ 
systems n p l  /'sistam z/ 
talk n /to:k/ 
terrible ad/ /'terabl/ 
therefore conj /'ôeafa:(r)/ 
top adj Itvp/ 
trade n /treid / 
travel v /'træ vl/
uncomfortable ad; /.An'kAmftabl/ 
unexpected adj / .A n ik 'spek tid/  
un fo rtun ate ly  adv / .An 'fa:tfanatli/  
u n h u rt adj /,An'h3:t/  
u n k n o w n  adj /.An'naun/ 

variety n /va 'raiati/ 
v io lin  n / .va ia 'lin /

Unit 4
accelerate v /ak 'selareit/ 
accelerator n /ak 'selareita(r)/ 
according to prep /a'ka:diij ta/ 
achieve v /a'tfi:v/ 
acoustic adj /a 'km stik / 
advantages n pi /ad'vamticfeiz/ 
aim n /eim/ 
aircraft n /'eak ra :ft/ 
amount n /a 'm aunt/ 
announce v  /a 'nauns/ 
anytime adv /'enitaim / 
at all times /at ,0:1 'taim z/ 
automobile n US /'o:tam a,bi:l/ 
ban v /basn/ 
basic adj /'beisik / 
benefit v /'benafit/ 
brakes n pi /breiks/ 
brilliant adj /'briliant/ 
cause v /ko:z/ 
channel n /'tfaenl/ 
choice n /tfais/ 
circuit n /'S3:klt/ 
city-dwellers « pi / 's iti .dwelaz/ 
clutch n /kLvtf/ 
cockpit n /'kDkpit/ 
computer games n pi /kam 'p ju :ta  

,geimz/ 
conclusion n /kan 'k lu :3n/ 
conditions n pi /kan 'd ijnz/ 
constantly adv /'konstantli/ 
content n /'kDntent/ 
control v /kan 'traul/

convenience n /kan'vi:nians/ 
copy n /'kDpi/
correspondent n /^D ri'spD ndsnt/ 
crash v /krsej/
credit cards n pi /'k redit ,ka:dz/ 
cultures n p l  /'kAltfaz/ 
damage v /'dasmicfe/ 
data n /'deita / 
dependent «d; /di' pendant/ 
design v /di'zain/ 
despite prep /d i'spait/ 
developm ent« /d i1 velapmont/ 
device n  /d i'vais/ 
digital camera n /.did^itl 

'kasmara/ 
directly adv /da 'rektli, di-, dai-/ 
disadvantages n pi 

/,disad'va:nti(% iz/ 
disagree v /.disa'gri:/ 
d isastern /d i'za:sta(r)/ 
documentary n /.dnkja'm entri/ 
download v /.daon'laud/ 
drawbacks n p l  /'d ra :b$ks/ 
driverless adj /'draivalas/ 
edit v /'ed it/
electron ic  adj / i.lek 'tron ik/  
em ergency exit n /i'm3.-c^ansi 

.eksit/  
engines n p l /'enc^inz/ 
essential adj / i'sen jl/  
everyday  adj / 'evride i/  

fed up  adj /.fed 'Ap/ 
f in a lly  adv / 'fa inali/  
f irs tly  adv / 'f3:stli/ 
fo r exam ple /far ig 'za :m p l/  
fo r instance /far 'in stans/  
free tim e n /,fri: 'ta im / 
fu rthe rm o re  adv /,f3 :d a 'm a :(r )/  
fu tu re  n / 'fju :1 fa(r)/  

go w ron g  v  /,gau 'ror|/ 
g ro w  v /grau/ 
guide n /gaid/ 

h a rm  n /ha:m/ 
heating  n /'hi:tir)/ 
hobbies n pi /'hDbiz/ 
huge adj /hju:<%/ 

idea l ad j /ai'd i:a l/  
id e n tify  v / a i'd en tifa i/  
in  ad d ition  /,in a 'd ijn /  
in  conclusion  /,in k a n 'k lu :3n/ 
in  contrast /,in 'kD n tra :st/  
increase n /'ir)kri:s/  
in d u s try  n / 'indastri/  
insist v / in 'sist/  
install v  / in 's t0:1/ 
instead o f  prep / in 's te d a v /  
in  the first p lace /,in 3a 'f3 :s t 

,pleis/
introduction n /.intra'dA k/n/
irritating adj /'iriteitir)/
keep in touch v /,ki:p in 'tAtf/
laptop n /'leeptop/
lastly adv /'la:stli/
latest adj / 'le itis t/
leisure n /'le3a(r)/
let (sb) know v /.let ... 'nau/

lighting n /'laitirj/ 
magnetic adj /m a;g'netik/ 
manage v /'m snic^ / 
manufacture v  /.mffinja'fffikfa(r)/ 
manufacturer n

/.m $nja'faektfara(r)/ 
material n  /m a'tiarial/ 
memory sticks n pi /'m em ari 

.stiks / 
message n /'mesicfcj/ 
microprocessor n

/.m aikrau'prausesa(r)/ 
mobile phone n /.maobail 'faun/ 
models n p l  /'m odlz/ 
motorways n p l  /'m autaw eiz/ 
movie n /'m u:vi/ 
multi-billion adj /'mAlti .biljan/ 
needs n p l  /ni:dz/ 
old-fashioned adj /.auld 'faejnd/ 
on the other hand /.Dn 5i 'AÓa 

.haend/ 
opinion n /a 'p in jan/ 
opportunity n /.D pa'tju:nati/ 
opposite n /'npazit/ 
order v /'o:da(r)/ 
origins n p l  /'Dric^inz/ 
outlaw v /'autlo:/ 
outline v /'au tlain / 
ovens n p l  / 'Avnz/ 
overhead ad v  /.aüAa'hed/ 
own v /aun/ 
ownership n /'aunajip / 
pass v  /pa:s/ 
phone call n /'faun ,ka:l/ 
photographer n /fa 'tografa(r)/ 
pilot n /'pailat/ 
plans n pi /plaenz/ 
preview v  /'p ri:v ju :/ 
previous adj /'pri:vias/ 
professional adj /pra 'fejanl/ 
project n /'proc^ekt/ 
protect v /p ra 'tek t/ 
quality n /'kwDlati/ 
radar n / 're ída: (r)/ 
rear-view m irror n /,ría ,vju: 

'm ira(r)/ 
receive v  /ri'si:v / 
reduce v  /ri'd ju :s/ 
reduction n /ri'dAkJn/ 
related to adj /ri'le itid  ,tu:, ta/ 
repetitive adj /ri'p e ta tiv / 
require v  /ri'kw aia(r)/ 
rise v  /raíz/ 
rude adj /ru:d/
satellite TV n /.saetalait ,ti: 'v i:/
save v /seiv/
scan v  /skffin/
scanners n p l  /'skasnaz/
secondly adv /'sekandli/
security n /s i'k juarati/
select v /si'lek t/
sensor n /'sensa(r)/
set up v /.set 'Ap/
significant adj /s ig 'n ifikant/
silent adj /'sa ilan t/
SIM cards n pi / 'sim ,ka:dz/ 
slow down v  /.slau 'daun/

smart cards n pi /'sm a:t ,ka:dz/ 
special adj /'spe jl/ 
speed up v /,spi:d 'Ap/ 
steal v /sti:l/ 
steer v /stia(r)/
steering wheel n /'stiarir) ,wi:l/ 
store v /sto:(r)/
straight aw ay  adv /.s tre it a 'w e i/  
street cr im e  n / 's tri:t .kraim /  
strong ly  adv / 'strogli/  
suggest v /sa'cbjest/ 
suggestion n /sa 'c^esfan/ 
support v /sa'pa:t/  
system  n /'s istam / 
take off v /.teik  'Df/ 
top ic sentences n pi / 'to p ik  

.sentansiz/  
to conclude /ta  kan 'k lu :d/  
to sum  up  /ta ,SAm 'a p / 
typ ew rite r n /'ta ip ra ita(r)/ 
tyres n pi / 'ta iaz/ 

unre liab le  adj / .A nri'la iab l/  
unsu itab le adj /,An'su:tab l/  
use n /ju:s/ 

va lu e  n /'vaslju:/ 
veh ic les n p l  / 'v i:aklz/ 
vo ice-contro lled  adj / 'v a is  

kan .trau ld/  

waste v /w e is t/
w h at’s m ore adv /.wDts 'm o :(r)/  
w h ite  lines n pi / .w a it 'lainz/ 
w in g  n /wir|/ 
w ith in  prep / w i'd in / 
wonderful adj /'wAndafl/ 
you rs  /j  0: z/
yours faithfully /,jo:z 'feiGfali/

Unit 5
academic adj /.æka'dem ik/ 
acre n /'eika(r)/ 
agriculture n /'ægrikAlfa(r)/ 
antisep tic n /.æ nti'septik / 
appear v  /a 'p ia(r)/ 
applicants n pi /'æ plikants/ 
arguments n p l  /'œ g jam ants/ 
arrange v  /a'reincfe/ 
as requested /az ri'kw estid / 
attach v  /a'tæ tf/ 
attachm ent n /a 'tæ tfm ant/ 
attend v /a 'tend / 
audience n /'o:dians/ 
autobiography n /.o :taba i'D grafi/  

beauty n / 'b ju :ti/
Best wishes /.best 'w ijiz / 
biannual adj /bai'æ njual/ 
bilingual adj /.bai'lirjgwal/ 
biochemistry n /.baiaii'kem istri/ 
biography« /bai'ografi/ 
biological sciences n p l I 

.baia.lDcfcjikl 'saiansiz/ 
book v /buk/ 
bower n /'baua(r)/ 
brief adj /bri:f/ 
bursary n /'b3:sari/ 
candidates « pi /'kæ ndideits/
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carbon n /'karban/ 
chair n, v /tfea(r)/ 
characteristic n /.kaerakta'ristik/ 
check in v /,tfek 'in/
Cheers /tfiaz/ 
chemistry « /'kem istri/ 
chicken « /'tfikm / 
clear adj /klia(r)/ 
coach « /kautf/ 
coffee break n /'kofi .breik/ 
colleagues«/)/ /'koli:gz/ 
collection « /ka 'lekjn / 
conference « /'konfarans/ 
contact details n p l  /'knntaekt 

,di:teilz/ 
contents n pi /'kon ten ts/ 
cream « /'kri:m / 
criticism « /'kritisizm / 
currently adv /'kArantli/ 
cut « /'kAt/ 
depart v /d i'p a :t/ 
development « /di'velapm ant/ 
difficulty n /'d ifikalti/ 
dysphagia « /dis'feic^ia/ 
energetic adj /.ena'c^etik/ 
essay « /'esei/ 
exhibition « /.eksi'b ijn / 
expert « /'eksp3:t/ 
ex-president « /,eks 'prezidant/ 
familiar adj /fa'm ilia(r)/ 
farewell n /fea'wel/ 
farm ri /fa:m/ 
fax « /faeks/ 
features n pi / 'fi:tfaz/ 
fields (academic) n pi /fi:ldz/ 
final adj /'fainl/ 
fluently adv /'flu:antli/ 
former adj /'fo:m a(r)/ 
gases n p l  /'gaesiz/ 
graduate v /'graedjueit/ 
great adj /greit/ 
gust n /gAst/ 
head « /hed/ 
hedge n /hed^/ 
hold (a conference) v /haold/
I’d love to ... /.aid '1av ta/
I have great pleasure in ... /.ai 

h£ev 'greit ,ple3ar in/
I lo o k  fo rw ard  to ... /,ai 'lu k  

,fo :w ad  ta/ 
im prove  v / im 'p ru :v/  
in  charge /,in  'f a : i ¡¡5/ 
in  favour o f prep /,in 'f e iv a r  av/ 
infected  adj / in 'Je k tid /  
in flam m a to ry  adj /in 'flaem atri/ 
in fo rm  v  /in 'fo:m /  
in fo rm a lly  adv /in 'fo :m ali/  
inheren t adj /in 'heran t/  
in  support o f  /,in sa 'p o :t av/ 
in term ediate  adj / ,in ta 'm i:d ia t/  
in te rna tio na l adj /.inta 'nas jnal/  
in v ita tio n  «  / ,in v i 'te ijn /  
it in e ra ry  «  /a i't in a ra ri/
It would be greatly appreciated 

if... /,it wod bi 'greitli
a ,pri:Jieitid  if/ 

joy « /cjjoi/

latter adj /'lseta(r)/ 
layout « /'leiaut/ 
lesions npl /'li:3nz/ 
liquid « /'likw id/ 
literary adj /'litarari/ 
loveliness n /'U vlinas/ 
malaria n /m a'learia/ 
medical adj /'m edikl/ 
microphone n /'m aikrafaun/ 
ministry n /'m inastri/ 
m isprint n /'m isprin t/ 
mosque n /mDsk/ 
multimedia n /,mAlti'mi:dia/ 
national adj /' naejnal/ 
note n /naut/ 
noted adj /'nau tid / 
nothingness n /'nA0ir)nas/ 
novel n /' nDvl/ 
novelist n /'novelist/ 
nuclear power stations n pi 

/,nju:klia 'paua .ste ijnz/ 
obstruction n /ab'strAkJn/ 
obvious adj /'Dbvias/ 
open air n /,aupan 'ea(r)/ 
overall adj /,auvar'o:l/ 
paper (at a conference) n 

/' peipa(r)/ 
particularly adv /pa'tikjalali/ 
patient n / 'p e ijn t/
Please find attached ... /'pli:z 

faind  a,taetft/
Please find enclosed... /'pli:z 

faind  in.klauzd/ 
plenary n /'pli:nari/ 
poem n /'pauim / 
poet n /'pau it/ 
point v /point/ 
postgraduate n /.paust 

'graedjuat/ 
prefix n /'p ri:fiks/ 
p rin ting«  /'printirj/ 
prof. (professor) « /prof/ 
programme of events « 

/.praugraem av i'vents/ 
prom inent adj /'prom inant/ 
purpose « /'p3:pas/ 
qualifications « pi 

/.kwDlifi'keiJnz/ 
reasonable adj /'riiznabl/ 
reduce v /ri'd ju :s/ 
reference « /'refrans/ 
remind v /ri'm aind/ 
rem inder « /ri'm ainda(r)/ 
renewable adj /ri'n ju :abl/ 
review v /ri'v ju :/ 
screen « /skri:n/ 
senior lecturer « /,si:nia 

'lektfara(r)/ 
session « /'se jn / 
set off v /.set 'of/ 
shelter « /'Jelta(r)/ 
sightseeing « /'sa itsin ij/ 
site n /sait/ 
skills « pZ /skilz/ 
social life « /'sau jl ,laif/ 
sources n p l /'so:siz/ 
speaker« /'spi:ka(r)/

specify v /'spesifai/ 
submarine « /,SAbma'ri:n/ 
suffixes « p i /'SAfiksiz/ 
swallow v / 'swolau/ 
symptom « /'sim ptam / 
temporary adj /'tem parari/ 
term (= word) « /t3:m/ 
textbook « /'tekstbuk / 
tone « /taun/ 
topography « /ta'pDgrafi/ 
tour « /tua(r)/ 
transform v /traens'foim/ 
translation n /trasns'leijn/ 
Turkey n /'t3  :ki/ 
tutor « /'tju :ta (r)/ 
typical adj /'tip ik l/ 
typing n /taipirj/ 
use n /ju : s/ 
venue « /'ven ju :/ 
wedding « /'wedir)/ 
wish v /wiJV
Yours sincerely /,jo:z sin'siali/

Unit 6
actually adv /'aekfuali/ 
ancestors « pi /'aensestaz/ 
ancient adj / 'e in jn t/ 
applied science « /a,plaid 'saians/ 
apply v /a 'plai/ 
arth ritis«  /a :'9 raitas/ 
asthma « /'aesma/ 
author n /'o:0a(r)/ 
average adj /'aevarid^/ 
bestseller « /,best'sela(r)/ 
billion n /'b iljan/ 
bones « pi /baunz/ 
breakthrough « /'breikBru:/ 
bullet points « pi /'built .points/ 
busy adj /'bizi/ 
bytes n p l  /baits/
Canada « /'kasnada/
Canadian adj /ka'neidian/ 
cause « /ko:z/
Celsius « /'selsias/ 
centigrade « /'sen tig reid / 
central adj /' sentral/ 
childhood « /'tfaildhud/ 
chips « p i /tfips/ 
claim v /kleim/ 
claims « pi /kleimz/ 
colleagues « p/ /'kDli:gz/ 
concentrate v /'kD nsantreit/ 
conclude v /kan'kluid/ 
connection « /ka 'nek jn / 
consist v /kan 's ist/ 
contribute v /k an 'trib ju :t, 

'kD ntribju:t/ 
contributor « /kan 'trib ja ta(r)/ 
cures n p l  /kjuaz/ 
daily adj /'deili/ 
damage « /'dasmidj/ 
danger « /'deincfea(r)/ 
data « /'de ita / 
decades « pi /'dekeidz/ 
decimals n p l  /'desim lz/

decline n /d i'klain/
decrease v /di'kri:s/
demand « /d i'm a:nd/
depend v /di'pend/
develop v /di'velap/
diameter « /dai'aemita(r)/
d ie t« /'da ia t/
diseases n p l  /d i'zi:ziz/
d is trust«  /dis'trASt/
drop « /drop/
effect« /i'fek t/
e lem en ts« p i /'elam ants/
ensure v /in 'Jua(r)/
equals v /'i:kwalz/
evidence « /'evidans/
exist v /ig 'z ist/
face masks n p l  /'fe is  ,ma:sks/
fa c t« /faskt/
factories « p i  /'faektariz/
fight v, « /fait/
final n /'fainl/
forest fires « p i /'fDrist ,faiaz/ 
fossil fuels « p i /'ft>sl ,fjualz/ 
generations « p i /,i%ena'reijnz/ 
gigabyte « /'g igabait/ 
habits « p i  /'haebits/ 
half n fha-.il
heart attacks n p l  / 'h a :t a.taeks/
height « /halt/
ill health n Ml 'hel0/
increase « / irjkri:s/
increased ad; /'irjkri:st/
increasing adj /in'kri:sir)/
increasingly adv /in'kri:sir)li/
industria l adj /in 'dA Strial/
in fact adv /.in 'faskt/
interpret v /in 't3 :p rit/
in turn adv /,in 't3:n/
key adj /ki:/
latest adj / 'le itis t/
lead to v /'li-.d ,tu:, ta /
less than /'les dan/
level n /'levl/
likely fldy /'laikli/
lin k «  /lirjk/
long-term adj /,lDr) 't3:m/ 
lung cancer « /'Urj ,kaensa(r)/ 
major adj /'m ei(^a(r)/ 
make notes v /,m eik 'nauts/ 
man-made adj /.m an  'meid/ 
mathematical symbol n 

/.maeGa^astikl 'simbl/ 
metres n p l  /'m i:taz/ 
microns n p l  /'m aikronz/ 
mining « /'mainii)/ 
minus prep /'m ainas/ 
motor vehicle n /'m auta ,vi:akl/ 
natural adj /'nastfral/ 
nought n /no:t/ 
oil n /oil/
ordinal numbers « p i /'o:dm l 

,nAmbaz/ 
original adj /a'ricfeanl/ 
origins « pZ /'Drid^inz/ 
paraphrase v /'p$ rafre iz / 
particles « p i  /'pa:tik lz/
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percentages «  p i  /pa 'sen tadpz/  
p i n  /pai/
p lag iarize  v  /'pleidbjaraiz/ 
pollutan ts n p i  /pa 'lu :tan ts/  
pollu ted  adj /pa 'lu :tid/  
p o llu tion  n /pa 'lu :Jn/  
p o o rly  adv / 'po :li, 'poali/ 
poss ib ility  n  /.pD sa 'b ib ti/  
p ow er stations n p i  /'paua  

.s te ijn z/  
prev io us ly  adv / 'p ri:v iasli/  
p r im a ry  schoo l «  /'p ra im a r i 

,sku:l/
p rob ab ly  adv /'prpbabli/
p rom in en t adj / 'p rom inent/
p rop erly  adv / 'propali/
protect v pr.vtek t
prove v /pru:v/
p u p ils « ]?/  / 'p ju :plz/
p ure  science «  /,p jua 'saians/

quarter «  / 'k w o :ta (r )/
quote v  /kwaut/

ratio  n / 're ijiau/
reaction  n /ri'aekjn/
reassuring  adj / .rLa 'Ju a rir i/
record  v  /ri'ko :d/
reduce v  /ri'd ju :s/
re levant adj / 're levan t/
repo rt v  /ri'po:t/
researchers n p l  / r i'S3 :tfaz/
residents n p i  /'rez idants/
resu lt in  v  / ri'zA lt in/
results n p l  /ri'zA lts/
reveal v  n 'v i : l
rev is ion  «  / r i 'v i3n/
rew rite  v  . ,r i: 1 ra it
rise n /raiz/
risk  «  /risk/

sake n /seik/
scandal« /'skaendl/
scientists «  p i  / 'sa ian tis ts/
search v  /s3:tf/
s h o c k v  /Jt>k/
sh ock ing ly  ad v / 'Jok irjli/
shortage «  nt;
s im ila r adj / 's im a b (r )/
single adj str)ij!
sit (an exam) v .sit (an ig'zasm)/
ske le to n s« ]?/  / 'skelitnz/
society  n /sa 'saiati/
so lution «  /sa 'lu :Jn /
source n  /so': s/
speculate v  / 'spek ja le it/
speculation n / .sp ek ja 'le ijn /
stric tly  ad v / 's tr ik tli/
Suburb «  /'SAb3:b/ 
suffer v  / 'sA fa (r)/  
sum m arize v  /'sAm araiz/  
s u m m a ry «  /'sAmari/ 

take tim e v  / ,te ik  'ta im /
TB n . , ii: 'bi:/
tem perature «  / 'tem pratfa (r)/
th ird  n /03 :d/
three quarters n p i Ori:

'kw o :taz/  
t in y  adj / 'ta in i/  
toe «  /tau/
tubercu losis n / tju :,b 3 :k ju lau s is/

u n c e r ta in ty «  /,An's3:tnti/  
un derva lu e  v  /.Anda'vaslju :/  
un su rp ris ing ly  adv 

/.Ansa'praizigli/ 
va lue  «  /'vEelju:/ 
veh ic le  n / 'v i:ak l/  
v ita m in  C n /v itam in 's i:/  
vo lcanoes n pi /vD l'ke inauz/  

zero «  /'ziarau/

Unit 7
abstract n /'aebstraekt/; 
accompany v  /a'kAmpani/ 
actor n / 'aekta(r)/ 
additional adj /a 'd ijan l/ 
admire v /ad 'm aia(r)/ 
age (= period of time) n /eidj/ 
A ngolan /asij'gaula/ 
annual adj /'aenjoal/ 
apartheid n /a 'p a :ta it/ 
approximately adv 

/a 'proksim atli/
Arabic adj / 's ra b ik /
Arabism n /'serabizm/
archaeologist n / ,a :k i'D la (% ist/
Argentina n /,a:<^an'ti:na/
art g a lle ry  n / 'a :t .gaebri
attend v /a 'tend/
author « /'o:0a(r)/
average adj /'sevanc^/
best-selling adj /'best .selirj/
boiling p o in t«  /'boiliri point/
bridge «  /brick;/
b u tterfly  n / 'bA tafla i/

career n /ka'ria(r)/
categories « p i  /'kaetagariz/
century« /'sentfari/
chant v  /tfairit'/
chart «  /tfa:t/
chemistry « /'kem istri/
ch rono log ica l adj / .k ro na 'h x^ ik l/
classic adj, n /'klaesik/
club « /klAb/
collected adj /ka 'lektid/
comedy « /'km nadi/
commas « p i  /'kranaz/
complete v /kam 'pli:t/
compose v /kam 'pauz/
composer « /kam 'pauza(r)/
conditions«]?! /kan 'd ijnz /
conduct v  /kan 'dAkt/
co nducto r «  /kan 'd A kta (r)/
connection « /ka 'nek jn /
consider v  /kan'sida(r)/
continue v  /kan 'tin ju :/
county « /'kaunti/
couple «  /'kApl/
c o u r t« /ko:t/
creator « /k ri'eita(r)/
Dame Commander of the Order 

of the British Empire « /,deim 
ka,m a:ndar av di ,o:dar av da 
,b ritij 'em paia(r)/

Dame of the British Empire « 
/,deim  av da .b ritij 
'em paia(r)/

decade n /'dekeid/ 
degree « /di'gri:/ 
democratically adv 

/.dem a'kratik li/ 
design v  /d i'zain / 
detection « /d i'tek jn / 
detective « /d i'tek tiv / 
direct adj, v /da 'rek t, di-, dai-/ 
d irector«  /da 'rek ta(r), di-, dai-/ 
disadvantaged adj 

/,disad'vD:ntic^d/ 
discovery« /di'skAvari/ 
distinctive adj /d i's tigk tiv / 
dramatist n / ‘d ram atis t/ 
edition « /i 'd ijn / 
educate v /'ed jukeit/ 
efficient adj / i 'f i jn t/
E gypt« /'i:c^ipt/
Egyptian adj /i'c^ipjn/ 
elect v /i'lek t/ 
empty v  /'em pti/ 
encyclopaedia « /in,saikla'pi:dia/ 
ending « /'endir)/ 
especially adv /i'spejli/ 
ex p o rt« /'ekspo:t/ 
extracts n p l  /'ekstraekts/ 
fight against v  / 'fa it a,genst/ 
f in a l« /'fainl/ 
folio « /'fauliau/ 
footballers«/?/ /'fo tbodaz/ 
foreign adj /'fDran/ 
funeral « /'fju :naral/ 
goals « pi /gaulz/ 
grammar schoo l« /'graema 

,sku:l/ 
hero « /'h iarau/ 
ill-documented ad j /'il 

,dnkj ament id/
Imam n /i'm a:m / 
importance « /im 'po:tans/ 
imprison v /im 'prizn/ 
incorrect adj /.inka 'rekt/ 
initially adv i 'miJ  ali. 
international adj /,m t a 'naejnal/ 
In te rn e t« /'m tanet/
Iraq «  /i'raek/
Islam « /'izla:m /
Islamic ad j /iz'laemik/ 
jazz « /dt;aez/ 
keyw ords«])/ /'ki:W3:dz/ 
Khedive « /ka'di:v/ 
landscape « /'laendskeip/ 
law « /Ip:/
law school n 'lo: ,sku:l/ 
lead actor « li:d 'askta(r)/ 
life-cycle « /'la if ,saikl/ 
life-story n /'laif ,sto:ri/ 
literary adj /'litarari/ 
literature n /'litratfa(r)/ 
luxurious adj /'lAgguarias/ 
maximum adv / ‘maeksimam/ 
m ercury « /'m 3:kjari/ 
middle class adj /'m idi 'kla:s/ 
monthly adj /'mAn01i/ 
m ourners«]?/ /'m o:naz/ 
m ovem ent« /'m u:vm ant/

movie « /'m u:vi/ 
mystery « /'m istri/ 
mysterious adj /m is'tiarias/ 
name v /neim/
Nobel Prize n /.naubel 'praiz/ 
non-defining relative clause « / 

,nnn di,famir) ,relativ 'k b :z / 
noted ad j /'nautid / 
novel« /'nnvl/ 
novelist« /'nDvalist/ 
obtain v /ab 'tein / 
omit v /a 'm it/ 
online ad j /'Dnlain/ 
of all time ad v  /av ,o:l 'taim / 
opera « - / 'opara/ 
orchestra « /'o :k istra/ 
palace « /'paslas/ 
peace « /pi:s/ 
percentage « /pa'sentic^/ 
philosopher « /fi'lDsafa(r)/ 
playwright m /'p leira it/ 
poetic ad j /pau 'etik /
Poet Laureate « /.pauit 'loriat/ 
poetry « /'pauatri/ 
politician « /.pDla'tiJn/ 
portrait « /'po :tre it/ 
president n /'p rezidant/ 
prison « /'prizn/ 
produce v /pra 'd ju :s/ 
prolific ad j /pra 'lifik/ 
prom inent adj /'prom inant/ 
prophet « /'p rofit/ 
prose n /prauz/ 
publicly adv /'pAblikli/ 
publish v /'pAbhJV 
radium « /'reidiam / 
rainfall« /'reinfod/ 
raise v /reiz/
related to adj /ri'le itid  ,tu:, ta / 
relative clause n /,re b tiv  'k b :z / 
relative pronouns « pi /.reb tiv  

'praunaunz / 
release v /n 'li:s / 
relevant adj /'relavant/ 
reliable adj /ri'laiabl/ 
remain v /ri'm ein/ 
reputation « /.rep ju 'te ijn / 
retired ad j /ri'ta iad / 
role n /raul/ 
royal ad j /'roial/ 
rush v /rAj/ 
sadly adv /'sasdli/ 
score v  /sko:(r)/ 
sculpture « /'skAlptfa(r)/ 
search « /s3 :t|7
search engine « /'S3:tf .encfein/ 
selected adj /si'lek tid / 
separation « /.sepa 'reijn / 
share v /Jea(r)/ 
short sto ry«  /,Jo:t 'sto:ri/ 
sites n p l  /salts/ 
songwriter « /'sDijraita(r)/ 
source « /so:s/
South Africa « /,sau0 'asfrika/ 
special effects n pi /,spe jl I'fek ts/ 
stages n p l  /'s te id jiz / 
star n, v /s ta :(r)/
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statesman n /'s te itsm an/
subject n /'sAbc^ikt/
surprising adj /sa'praizir)/
Switzerland n /'sw itsaland/
Syria n /' siris/
teens n p l  /ti:iiz/
topic n /'top ik /
tournament n /'to :nam ant/
tragedy n /'traed^sdi/
tragicomedy n /.traecfei'komadi/
tribute n / 'tr ib ju tt/
trip n /trip /
unhappy adj /.An'haspi/
Unicef n / 'ju :n ise f /  
unique adj /ju :'n i:k / 
unknown adj /.An'naun/ 
v o lu m e s« p i /'vD lju :m z/ 

website n /'w ebsait/ 
w ell-connected adj /,w el 

k a 'n ek tid / 
w idely-read adj /.w aid li 'red / 
works n p l  /w3:ks/
World Cup n /,w3 :ld 'kAp/ 
Zimbabwe n /zim 'ba:bw i/

Unit 8
abbreviations n p l  /a .b rhv i'e ijnz/ 
access v /'askses/ 
accurate adj / 's k ja ra t /  
acknowledge v /ak'nolid?/ 
acknowledgements n pi 

/ak 'nolidjm ants/ 
acronyms n p l  /'askranimz/ 
advertising n /'aedvataizir)/ 
aerial n /'earial/ 
afford v /a 'fa:d / 
alphabetical adj /.selfs'betikl/ 
anti-spam adj /,aenti 'spaem/ 
anti-virus adj /,asnti 'vairas/ 
as conj /az/
as a result adv /,az 3 ri'zAlt/ 
attack n, v /a'task/ 
attractive ad; /a'traektrv/ 
backup v / 'baskAp, ,b£ek 'Ap/ 
basic adj /'beisik/ 
batteries n pi /'beetariz/
BBC n /,bi: bi: 'si:/ 
be made up of v /,bi 'meid Ap 

av/
bibliography n /.bibli'rjgrsfi/ 
biochemistry n /.baiau 'kem istri/ 
brackets n pi / 'b ra k its / 
brain n /brein/ 
break into v /'b reik  ,inta/ 
breakthrough n /'breikBru:/ 
c. / ca. /'s3:ks/
CD burner n /,si: 'di: ,b3 :na(r)/ 
CD-ROM n /,si: di: 'rom/ 
central processing unit n /.sentrnl 

'prausesir) ,ju :m t/ 
certainly adv /'S3:tnli/ 
cf. /'si: ef/
chips (computer chips) n pi 

/tfips/
circa prep /'S3:ka/

codes n pi /kaudz/ 
coherent adj /kau 'h iarant/ 
cohesive adj /kau'hi:siv/ 
commercial adj /ka'm 3 :JT/ 
companies n pi /'kAmpaniz/ 
connect v /ka 'nekt/ 
consequently adv /'kDnsikwantli/ 
CPU n /,si: pi: 'ju :/ 
crash v /kraej/ 
credit v /'k red it/ 
credit card n /'k red it ,ka:d/ 
crime n / ‘kraim/ 
dentist n /'d en tist/ 
dentistry n /'den tistri/ 
department n /d i'pa:tm an t/ 
design n /d i'zain/ 
designers n pi /d i'zainaz/ 
destroy v /d i'stro i/ 
details n pi /'d i:teilz/ 
detect v /d i 'tek t/ 
developing world n /di.velapig 

'W3:ld/ 
device n /d i'vais/ 
devise v /di'vaiz/ 
digital adj /'dic^itl/ 
download v /^ aun 'laud / 
drills n pi /dnlz/
DVD burner n /,di: vi: 'di: 

,b3:na(r)/ 
effectively adv /i'fek tiv li/ 
e.g. / 'i: cfei:/
electricity n /i,lek 'trisati/ 
employees n p l  /,im ploi'i:z/ 
enormously adv /i'no:m asli/ 
equal v / ‘i-.kwal/ 
etc. /e t'se ta ra / 
for instance /fa r 'in s ta n s / 
function n /'fArikJn/ 
gangs n pi /gaegz/
GB (gigabyte) n /gig, ‘g igabait/ 
generation n /^ e n a 'r e i jn /  
graduates n pi / 'g rad ju a ts / 
handle n /'hasndl/ 
hardware n /'ha:dw ea(r)/ 
hire v /haia(r)/ 
house v /hauz/ 
ibid. /'ib id / 
i.e. / 'ai i :/ 
imply v /im 'plai/ 
incoming call n /.inkAmii) 'ka:l/ 
individual adj /indi'v idjual/ 
information technology n 

/.infa.m eijn  tek'nDladji/ 
in full adv /,in 'ful/ 
initial n /I'mJT/
in other words /,in 'Ada ,w3:dz/ 
install v /in 'stod/
Internet n / 'in tane t/ 
in theory /,in '9iari/ 
inventions n pi /in 'ven jnz/ 
inverted commas n pi /in,v3:tid 

'kmnaz/ 
iPod n /'aipDd/
IT n /,ai 'ti:/
junk mail n /'c^Arjk ,meil/ 
keyboard n /'ki:bo:d/

laptop (computer) n /'laeptop/
laser n /'leiza(r)/
linking words n pi /'lirjkiri ,W3:dz/
load v /laud/
machinery n /m a'Jim ari/
mail n /meil/
mailboxes n p l /'meilbDksiz/ 
manufacturers n pi I 

, maenj a 'f asktf araz/ 
memory n /'m emari/ 
memory key«  /'m em ari ,ki:/ 
monitor n /'mDmta(r)/ 
mouse n /maus/
N.B. /,en 'bi:/ 
networks n p l  /'netw 3:ks/ 
online adv I,Dn 'lain/
OPEC n /'aupek/ 
opportunity n /,D pa'tju:nati/ 
options n pi /'Dpjnz/ 
ordinary adj /'o:dnri/ 
out of control adj /,aut av 

kan 'traul/ 
p. / p p ./p i:, 'p i: pi:/ 
painless adj /'peinlas/ 
password n /'pa:sw3:d/ 
periodic table n /'piariDdik ,teibl/ 
personalize v /'p3:sanalaiz/ 
personal stereo n /,p3:sanl 

'steriau/ 
pharmaceutical adj 

/,fa :m a'sju :tik l/ 
phishing n / ‘fijir)/ 
plug in v /,plAg 'in/ 
podcasts n p l  /'pDdka-.sts/ 
power v /'paua(r)/ 
powerful adj / 'pauafl/ 
printer n /'p rin t a(r)/ 
processing n /'prausesir)/ 
program n /'p raugram / 
programming n /'praugrasmii)/ 
publication n /.pAbli'keiJn/ 
publisher n /'pAbliJa(r)/
RAM n /raem/ 
receiver n /ri'si:va(r)/ 
recommend v /.reka'm end/ 
reference n /'refrans/ 
research n /ri's3:tf, 'ri:s3:tf/
R/W /,ri:'ra ita(r), ,ri:'raitabl/ 
repetition n /,repa 'tijn / 
rephrase v /,r i:‘freiz/ 
scanner n /'skasna(r)/ 
screen n /skri:n/ 
since conj /sins/ 
sockets n p l  /'sDkits/ 
software n /'sDftwea(r)/ 
solar energy n /.saular ‘enac^i/ 
sophisticated adj /sa 'f is tikeitid / 
spam n /spasm/ 
speakers n p l  /'spi:kaz/ 
spyware n /'spaiw ea(r)/ 
stand-alone adj /'staend a,laun/ 
stand for v /'stiend ,fo:(r), fa(r)/ 
storage n /'sto:ric^/ 
strength n /strer)0/ 
supply n /sa'plai/ 
surname n /'s3:neim / 
switch v /switf/

system n /'sistam /
technical adj /'tekm kl/
text message n / 'tckst .m esidj/
that is /'Seet iz/
that is to say /'Sast iz ta  ,sei/
threat n /0ret/
tra in in g  n / 'treim rj/
treatm ent n / 'tri:tm an t/
trick v, n /trik/
Trojan Horse n /,trauc^an 'ho:s/ 
UK n /,ju : 'kei/  
unit n / 'ju :n it/  
uncertain adj /,An's3:tn/ 
unw anted  adj /.A n 'w ontid/  
up-to-date adj /,Ap ta  'deit/
USB p ort n /,ju : es 'b i: ,po:t/ 
user ID n /,ju :z a r  ,a i 'di:/

VDU n /,Vi: d i: 'ju :/  
viz prep /'vaia/  
vibrate  v /va i'b re it/  
v iru s  n / 'vairas/  

w ebcam  n / 'w ebksrn/  
webpage n /'webpeic^/
WiFi n /'w aifai/
w in d  up adj / 'w a in d  Ap/
wireless n / 'w aia las/
w w w  /.dAbl ju : ,dAbl ju : 'dAbl

ju :/

Unit 9
add v /aed/ 
aerial n /'earial/ 
after that adv /,a :fta  'daet/ 
alkali n /'aslkalai/ 
amplifier n /'»m plifaiair)/; 
answerphone n /'am safaun/ 
appropriately adv /a 'praupriatli/ 
atmosphere n / '$ tm asfia(r)/ 
benefits n pi /'benefits/ 
biochemist n /,baiau 'kem ist/ 
blue-eyed adj /,blu: 'aid/ 
carrier waves n pi /'kasria ,weivz/ 
category n /'ksetagari/ 
communication n 

/ka ,m ju :n i'keijn / 
compound noun n /.kDmpaund 

'naun/ 
compress v /kam 'pres/ 
computer literate adj /kam ,pju:ta 

'litara t/
cordless phone n /,ka:dlas 'faun/ 
data-processing n /,deita 

'prausesii)/ 
deoxyribose nucleic acid n 

/di,Dksi,raibauz ,nju:kli:ik 
'aesid/ 

detailed adj /'d i:teild/ 
diesel engine n / 'di:zl .endjin/ 
dinosaurs n p l  /'dainasa:z/ 
discovery n /di'skAvari/ 
distil v /d i'stil/ 
dodos n pi /'daudauz/
Dominica n /dom i'ni:ka/ 
dove n /dAv/ 
dragon n / 'd rag an /
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drum  « ЛЗглт/ 
d ry v  /drai/
dynamite « /'dainam ait/ 
easy-going adj /.i:zi 'даищ / . 
eclipses n pi /i'klipsiz/ 
ecology n /I'kolac^i/
Ecuador n /'ekw ado:(r)/ 
electronic adj /i.lek 'tronik/ 
engine « /'enc^in/ 
entertainment и /.en ta 'te inm ant/ 
expand v /ik'spasnd/ 
experiments n pi /ik 'sperim ants/ 
extinct adj /ik 'stirjk t/ 
fax machine « / ‘faeks m a,Ji:h/ 
firstly adv /'f3:stli/ 
flight и /flait/ 
focused adj /'{aukgst/
freely adv ,-'fri:li 
furnace n / 'f3:ms/ 
hard-working ad; /,ha:d 

'W3:kir)/
headphones n pi /'hedfaunz/ 
highly-qualified adj /.haili 

'kwDhfaid/ 
high-speed adj / 'hai ,spi:d/ 
index « /'indeks/ 
infrastructure n 

/'infro.strAktfa(r)/ 
internal combustion engine n / 

in,t3:nl kam'bAStfan .encfein/ 
interviewers n pi /'in tav ju :az / 
invent v /in 'ven t/ 
invention « /in 'venfn/ 
invisible adj /in 'vizabl/ 
lastly adv /'la:stli/ 
light bulbs n pi /'la it .bAlbz/ 
limestone « /'laim staun/ 
long-term adj /,Ьг) Ч з :т / 
means « /mi:nz/ 
melt v /m elt/
microwave oven « /.m aikraweiv 

4 v n / 
mix v /m iks/ 
mixture « /'mikstf3(r)/ 
network n /'netw 3:k/ 
neutral adj /'n ju :tra l/ 
observer n /ab 'z3:va(r)/ 
overview n /'auvavju:/ 
pack v /рагк/ 
passive n /'passiv/ 
pass through v /,pa:s '0ru:/ 
penicillin n /.peni'silin/ 
perfume n /'p3:fju:m / 
phone line n /'fsun  Д ат1 
physics laboratory n /'fiziks

b,bDr3tri/ 
pick up v /,pik 'лр/ 
plug into v /'р1лд ,int3/ 
poorly-written adj /,po:li 'ritn / 
press v /pres/ 
process n /'prauses/ 
professor n /pra'fesa(r)/ 
quality n /'kwDlati/ 
radio waves n pi /'reidiau ,weivz/ 
receiving aerial n /ri'si:vig 

.earial/

recycle v /,ri: ‘saikl/ 
reference book n /'refrans ,buk/ 
remote control n /ri.m aut 

kan 'traul/ 
remote-controlled adj /ri'm aut 

kan,trauld/ 
reverse process n /ri'v3:s 

iprauses/ 
roll v /raul/ 
sand n /saend/
satellite dish n /'sa;talait ,d ij/ 
secondly adv /'sekandli/ 
self-motivated adj /.self 

'm autiveitid / 
send out v /.send 'au t/ 
sequencing words n p l I 

'si.-kwansii) ,w3.-dz/
side-effects n p/ /'sard i.fekts/ 
signals n pi /'signalz/ 
s ilica  n /'silika/ 
simple adj /'sim pl/ 
sm all-scale adj /'sm o:l ,skeil/ 
soda ash n /'saudar .aej/ 
speakers n p l  /'spi:kaz/  
steam engine n /'s ti:m  .enc^in/ 
step n /step/ 
studio  n / 's tju :d iau/  
subsequently adv / 'sA b sikw antli/  

tables n pi /'teiblz/  
total adj /'tao tl/ 
transistor rad io  n /traen.zista 

'reidiau/
turn  back into v /'t3 :n  .baek .inta/ 
undetectable adj /.A ndi'tektabl/ 
voice-powered adj /'vois ,pauad/ 
voice waves n pi /'vois .weivz/ 
waves n p i /weivz/ 
well-known adj /,wel 'naun/ 
well-written adj /,wel 'ritn/ 
widespread adj /'w aidspred/ 
wireless adj /'w aialas/ 
word processor n /,w3:d 

'prausesa(r)/ 
wrap v /rsep/
X-rays n p i /'eks ,rerz/

Unit 10
academic adj /.æka'dem ik/ 
apart from prep /a 'pœ t fram/ 
appropriate adj /a 'praupriat/ 
approximately adv 

/a 'proksim atli/
Arabic n /'æ rabik/ 
bar chart n /'bd: ,fa : t/
Bengali« /berj'godi/ 
charts n p l  /tfa:ts/
China n /'tfaina/
com paratives«/)/ /kam 'pæ rativz/ 
comparison n /kam 'pærisn/ 
continual adj /kan 'tin jual/ 
decrease «, v /'di:kri:s, di'kri:s/ 
destinations « pi /.desti'ne ijnz / 
diagram « /'daiagræm / 
dramatic adj /dra'm æ tik/ 
dramatically adv /dra'm æ tikli/

drop «, v /drop/ 
fa ll«, v /fo:l/ 
fluctuate v /'flAktfoeit/ 
foreign adj / ‘fnran/
France n /fra:ns/
French adj /frentf/ 
graph « /gra:f/ 
grow v /grau/ 
grovrth « /grauG/
H in d i« /'hm di/ 
horizontal adj /.hDri'zDntl/ 
Hungary n /'hArjgari/ 
illustrate v /ilastreit/ 
increase «, v /'irjkri:s, in 'kri:s/ 
in terpre tv  /in 't3 :prit/
Japan n /dga'psen/
Japanese ad; /,c^aeps'ni:z/ 
lowest point « /'lauist .point/ 
M andarin Chinese n /.masndarin 

tfai'ni:z/
Mexico « /'m eksikau/ 
overall adj /auvar'o:l/ 
peak « /p i:k/ 
percentage n /pa'sentic^/ 
period n /'p iariad/
Poland « /'paoland/
Portuguese n /,po:tfu'gi:z/ 
refer to v /ri'f3: ,tu :, ta/ 
remain v /ri'm ein/ 
require v /ri'kw aia(r)/ 
respectively adv /ri'spektiv li/ 
rise «, v /raiz/
Russia « /'rAja/
Russian adj, n / ’rAjn/ 
scientific adj /.saian 'tifik / 
significantly adv /sig 'nifikantli/ 
slight adj /slait/ 
slightly adv /'slaitli/
Spain n /spein/
Spanish « /'spaenij/ 
s p o t« /spot/ 
stable adj /'s te ib l/ 
statistical adj /s ta 'tis tik l/ 
statistics«/)/ /s ta 'tis tik s/ 
steadily adv /'stedoli/ 
steady adj /'stedi/ 
sudden adj /'SAdn/ 
suddenly adv /'sAdnli/ 
superlatives«/)/ /su:'p3:lativz/ 
trend n /trend/
unexpected adj /.Amk'spektid/ 
USA « /.ju: es 'ei/ 
vary v /'veari/ 
vertical adj / 'V3:tikl/ 
whereas conj /.wear'asz/
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Phonetic symbols

Consonants

1 /p/ as in pen /pen/
2 /b/ as in big /big/
3 /t/ as in tea /ti:/
4 /d/ as in do /du:/
5 /k/ as in cat /kaet/
6 /g/ as in go /gau/
7 m as in four /fo:/
8 /v/ as in very /'veri/
9 /s/ as in son /s An/

10 /z/ as in zoo /zu:/
11 /1/ as in live /liv/
12 /m/ as in my /m ai/
13 /n/ as in near /nia/
14 /h/ as in happy /'haepi/
15 /r/ as in red /red/
16 /j/ as in yes /jes/
17 /w/ as in want /w ont/
18 /0/ as in thanks /Gasrjks/
19 /0/ as in the /da/
20 /J/ as in she /Ji:/
21 /3/ as in television /'te liv ign /
22 /tf/ as in child /tfaild/
23 /<fe/ as in German /'c^3:m an/
24 /r)/ as in English /'irjgliJ/

Vowels

25 /i:/ as in
26 /1/ as in
27 III as in
28 I d as in
29 /ae/ as in
30 /a:/ as in
31 /0/ as in
32 /0:/ as in
33 /u/ as in
34 /U:/ as in
35 /A/ as in
36 /3:/ as in
37 /9/ as in

see /si:/ 
his /h iz/ 
twenty / 'tw en ti/ 
ten /ten/ 
stamp /staemp/ 
father / 'fa :6a / 
hot /hDt/
morning /'mo:mg/ 
football/ 'fu tbod / 
you /ju:/ 
sun /SAn/ 
learn /13 :n/ 
letter / 'le ts /

Diphthongs (two vowels together)

38 /ei/ as in name /neim /
39 /au / as in no /nau/
40 la.il as in my /m ai/
41 laul as in how /hau/
42 lo il as in boy /bai/
43 /ia/ as in hear /hia/
44 /ea/ as in where /w ea/
45 /ua/ as in tour /tua /

Phonetic symbols
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